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Who among us doesn’t like the idea of a vacation?
And more specifically, travel to a vacation
destination?
I love where I live — a small resort town that in
itself is a vacation destination for other people. But
for six months out of the year, it can potentially be
gray and slushy, and that’s when I want to go to
more exotic destinations. Not exactly as a tourist — I
went to Tulum, Mexico, this last winter, and I had
a hard time staying in the tourist spots and doing
the tourist things there. I infinitely preferred Cuba,
where I had to fake my way through conversations
with locals, navigate power outages and pay cash
for everything.

Because if there’s one thing tourists hate, it’s other
tourists clogging up the view and making everything
just like back home. Of course, if there’s another
thing tourists hate, it’s being lost and uncomfortable
in unfamiliar territory. So it’s a fine balance.

The linguistic theory of how to attract tourists by
alluding to novel, authentic luxury is something
Anna Maya Tomala covers in her article on touristic
discourse and Fiji. Other articles cover more
practical, on-the-ground realities of travel and
tourism localization: expanding digital markets,
the need to constantly update, the realities of user
feedback. Yasin Steiert outlines the emerging market
of medical tourism. Angela Sasso takes a different
approach by casting the globe-trotting professionals
who have to uproot frequently as a new kind of
tourist class.

This NewPage paper has been chain-of-custody certified
by three independent third-party certification systems.
MultiLingual is printed on 30% post-consumer recycled paper.
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LocWorld33 comes to southern China

The annual Asian LocWorld was
held February 28 to March 2, 2017,
in Shenzen, China, at the Marco
Polo hotel.
Professor of investment Jeffrey
Towson gave a keynote March 1
on what a region transformed by
Chinese consumers, companies and
capital will look like circa 2025 in
Asia. He said that in the next ten
years, so much will change that it will
make the changes in the last ten years
look insignificant.
Most significantly, there will be
1 billion Chinese urbanites living in
400-plus cities. “This is the mother
of all trends,” he said, and he quoted
Winston Churchill: “We shape our
buildings and then they shape us.”
More and more Chinese people are
moving into cities, to the point that
the cities are having trouble keeping
up. In 1980, 80% of Chinese people
lived in the countryside. In 2015, it
was down to around 40%. “Urbanization is a defining global movement in
the 21st century, especially for developing countries,” said Towson. There
are many effects of urbanizations,
and in China, urbanization is tied
to rising wealth. “That doesn’t happen in a lot of other places,” Towson
observed.
The March 2 keynote panel covered the Chinese translation and
how work will be transformed by
artificial intelligence. “China has the
opportunity to lead the development
of future work,” said panel moderator
Shunee Yee. She went on to quote Ray
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Kurzweil that by 2029, machines will
have the power to outsmart humans.
And by 2045, we will multiply our
intelligence a billionfold.
Other sessions covered practical
aspects of localization, from content
management to gaming. The TAUS
track hosted a Game Changer Innovation Contest that featured ten candidates presenting their tools — some
of them free — to a packed house.
The conference dinner at the
North Sea Village restaurant was a
traditional Chinese affair, complete
with suckling pig skin, goose feet and
whole chickens complete with head
— along with various dishes more
well-known to Westerners, such as
curried lamb, stir-fried rice and sautéed spinach.

Recaps

First page: Shenzen skyline; outside the conference venue at the Marco Polo hotel; keynote speaker Jeffery Towson;
a banner-holder at North Sea Village Restaurant, the conference dinner venue; and conference attendees. This page:
opening reception poolside; presenting the winner of the TAUS Game Changer Innovation contest; and various
scenes from the exhibit hall, sessions and networking events.
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F e a t u re d R e a d e r

Aimee Ansari, executive director,
Translators without Borders (TWB)
Where do you live?
Aegina, Greece — it’s an island
close to Athens.
Which languages do you speak?
I really only speak English well. I
have worked in Russian (in Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan) and French (in
Chad, Haiti and briefly in Congo).
I have spoken Arabic fairly well — I
worked all over the Middle East
for about ten years. I lived in Portugal for a few years, so can get by
in Portuguese, too.
How did you get started in this
industry?
I feel like I’ve hardly started in the
localization industry! I didn’t even
know it existed until I started at
TWB just over a year ago. In the
development and humanitarian
world, I started because I studied
political science and Russian, and
when the Soviet Union collapsed,
aid agencies needed Russian speakers to implement programs. My first
international position was in Kyrgyzstan working on development
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of non-governmental organizations
and micro-finance projects, some
of which were with refugees fleeing
the Tajik civil war.
Whose industry social feeds (Twitter,
blog, LinkedIn, Facebook) do you
follow?
MultiLingual! I follow a lot of people
and companies; most of TWB’s
sponsors, friends, board members,
industry associations and so on.
What do you like to do in your spare
time?
I rock climb and I’m a volunteer at
the local animal sanctuary.
Why do you read MultiLingual?
Because it’s interesting and helps
me keep on top of what’s going on
in an industry that I’m very new to!
I get insight, analysis and information. I always read it just before I go
to conferences, meetings and so
on. It’s absolutely invaluable to me.
What’s on your mind work-wise
right now?
I’m devastated that there are
famines (or close to) in two of the
countries I’ve worked in: Yemen
and South Sudan. And I’m grateful

that I work for an organization with
such an incredible base of support.
When I tell aid agencies that we
can figure out how to get nutrition
information translated or subtitled
in this or that language, I know the
entire industry will work to make
sure that it happens, and that those
people get the information they
need, in their own language and
a format they understand. It may
feel like a small contribution, but
for the mother with a starving child,
getting information she can understand is a relief. Even if she doesn’t
have the food now, she knows what
to look for and what to do. It gives
her hope and can save her children.

Recaps

Elia’s ND Focus event

The first Elia event exclusively for
project managers was held December
1-2, 2016, when project managers
from 32 countries across Europe and
beyond, including Egypt, the UAE,
Canada and South Africa, descended
on Barcelona, Spain, for the ND
Focus on project management.
As part of Elia’s ND Focus series
targeting specific roles, attendees
experienced two days of intense
focus on four aspects of project management from established experts:
time management with Romina
Kohei, cofounder of GliderPath; sales
with Giovanna Draghi, senior client
service manager at Sajan; negotiation
with Alexander Freeland, business
developer at AlterNego; and cultural
differences with Loes Husain-Cornelissen, training program coordinator
for Geert Hofstede BV.
The keynote, “Reframing project
management,” was delivered by
Karim Benammar, a philosopher
specializing in transformative thinking who helped challenge assumptions about each of these areas and
shared secrets about how project
managers can start thinking — and
acting — differently.
The nontraditional format combined presentations of practical tools
and skills with interactive discussions
to ensure attendees come out with
lasting skills and new approaches to
take back to the office. As an extra

bonus, attendees received The Elia
Handbook for Smart PMs, a guide
to best practices written by Elia
members with perspectives from
freelance translators and end clients.
Technology was the star of the
show during the free preconference
Technology Day, where leading tool
providers demonstrated their solutions and provided advanced training.
“This was a good opportunity
to share experiences and tips with
other project managers. The format
worked really well and gave the

chance to learn from other professionals and to improve my work,”
Raul Guerrero of Venga Global said.

April/May 2017
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Second Wordcon takes place in Calcutta
The second-ever Wordcon, an
international freelancers conference,
took place on February 9, 2017, in Calcutta, India. On November 24, 2015,
Wordcon organized its first conference
focusing on translation, DTP, design
and consulting. This edition witnessed
participation from domains such
as public relations, media, content,
information security, hacking, acting,
literary writing, motivational speaking
and more.
Wordcon 2017 was attended by 150
delegates and it received very encouraging media attention with support
from six international partners, four
pan-India companies and eight local
organizations. Out of 150 delegates,
80 were freelancers and the rest represented companies that buy services
from freelancers.
Wordcon’s mission is to build an
open, collaborative and cross-pollinating framework for Indian freelancers to
connect to the global community. The
annual conference is the culmination
of Wordcon’s year-long activities and
campaigns.
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The keynote was delivered by Swami
Samarpanananda, a senior monk of
Ramakrishna Mission, on “Conflict
between Life and Livelihood.” Wordcon
chairman Pritam Bhattacharyya and
chief architect Sushobhan Mukherjee
emphasized Wordcon’s mission and
reiterated Wordcon’s commitment to
music, art and literature, as these are
not mere embellishments of life but
an integral part of the business of life.
While a panel moderator was asked
why Wordcon appeared to be silent

about competition, the moderator
replied: “To ask a true freelancer to be
aware of competition is to ask a fish in
water whether he knows swimming or
not. ”
The conference had a musical finale
where 21 members of Kolkata Youth
Ensemble (KYE), all freelance musicians, played 30 minutes of instrumental music. The repertoire included
timeless classics by Mozart and
Beethoven as well as KYE’s own
composition.

News

Business

Straker acquires Elanex

Straker Translations, a cloud-enabled translation service
provider, has acquired Elanex, a San Francisco-based company specializing in technology, retail, energy, financial
translations and over-the-phone interpretation services.

Straker Translations www.strakertranslations.com
Elanex, Inc. www.elanex.com

language translation services, were £4.5 million compared
to £3.9 million in the same period of 2015. The company is
celebrating its 10th anniversary this year.

The Translation People www.thetranslationpeople.com

Revenues from continuing operations for SDL, a provider of global customer experience management, were
£264.7 million compared to £240.4 million in the same
period of 2015.
SDL Language Solutions www.sdl.com

Love Lab opens in Japan

Love Lab, a company focused on the promotion of visual novels, Japanese games and otaku media, has officially
opened. Services include localization, digital marketing
and consulting.

Love Lab www.lovelabjapan.com

New office space for Plunet

Plunet GmbH, a provider of business management software for translation services and agencies, has moved into
a new office in Berlin-Kreuzberg.

Plunet GmbH www.plunet.com

ULG acquires Lucy Software

United Language Group (ULG), a language services
company, has acquired Lucy Software, a German-based
provider of SAP localization services and machine translation technology.

United Language Group, Inc. http://united-lg.com
Lucy Software and Services GmbH www.lucysoftware.com

New website for Geneva Worldwide

Geneva Worldwide, a provider of language services such
as translation, transcription and interpreting in over 180
languages, has unveiled its new website.

Geneva Worldwide www.genevaworldwide.com

GLOBO acquires CTI

GLOBO, a communication platform solutions provider,
has acquired Certified Translators and Interpreters (CTI).
Mark Rockford, founder of CTI, joins GLOBO as vice
president of strategic services.

GLOBO https://www.helloglobo.com

Financial

Fiscal year results for 2016

Revenues for Sajan, a provider of language services,
were $29,219,000 compared to $29,688,000 in the same
period of 2015.
Sajan www.sajan.com

Revenues for The Translation People, a provider of

People

Recent industry hires

Memsource, developers of a cloud-based translation
platform, has hired Pavel Nyvlt as senior user experience
designer.
Memsource www.memsource.com

Conversis, a provider of language services, has hired
Kim Shouler as account director of the business development and sales department.
Conversis www.conversis.com

Net-Translators Ltd., a provider of translation, localization and multilingual testing services, has hired Neva
Waldvogel as a German quality control specialist.
Net-Translators Ltd. www.net-translators.com

On Global Language Marketing, a language service
provider, has hired István Lengyel as director for customer
success.
On Global Language Marketing www.on-global.com

Mayflower Language Services Pvt Ltd has hired
Hemant Kumar Pradhan as head of operations.
Mayflower Language Services Pvt Ltd

.ma o erlang age .com

Wordbee, a provider of translation management technology, has hired Herb Fyfield as its new business development manager, United States.
Wordbee www.wordbee.com

Resources

Translator’s Tool Box ebook

International Writers’ Group, LLC, has released version
13 of The Translator’s Tool Box: A Computer Primer for
Translators by Jost Zetzsche. The latest version has more
than 470 pages, with all new and updated information,
links and images, and is published simultaneously in two
different formats: PDF and an HTML5 help system.
International Writers’ Group, LLC www.internationalwriters.com

Booking conference interpreting services

Multi-Languages Corporation has published a PDF and
hard-copy version of How To Get It Right When Booking
Conference Interpreting Services. The book focuses on
April/May 2017
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N ews
the business side of conference interpreting, particularly
on how to recruit competent interpreters and avoid costly
pitfalls.
Multi-Languages Corporation www.multi-languages.com

2017 Web Globalization Report Card,
book on expanding into new markets

Byte Level Research, analyst of the art and science of
web globalization, has released its 2017 Web Globalization Report Card analyzing 150 global websites across
more than a dozen industry categories.
Byte Level has also released Think Outside the Country:
A Guide to Going Global and Succeeding in the Translation Economy — a new book that provides an understanding of the globalization process intended for people who
want to help their organizations expand into new markets.
Byte Level Research www.bytelevel.com

ebook guide to translation

Translators Family, a translation agency specializing in
Russian, Ukrainian and Polish, has published the ebook The
Ultimate Buyers’ Guide to Translation. The ebook provides

information about the translation process, how to choose a
translation vendor and order translation services.
Translators Family www.translatorsfamily.com

Products and Services

Memsource home page analytics
dashboards, Client Portals

Memsource, a developer of cloud translation software,
has introduced home page analytics dashboards to track
localization and allow users to have an overview of jobs
and processes.
Memsource has also introduced Client Portals, designed
to enable a client or “submitter” to order, monitor and receive translations in one secure location.

Memsource www.memsource.com

SwiftTranslate

Verztec Consulting Pte. Ltd., a global content consulting
company, has introduced SwiftTranslate, a cloud-based,
human translation portal that currently supports small
documents under 3000 words.

Verztec Consulting Pte. Ltd. www.verztec.com

iDISC adds native American languages

iDISC Information Technologies, S.L., a provider of
multilingual communication and software development
solutions, has increased its resources to take on translation projects from English or Spanish into Quiche, Quechua, Aymara, Guarani, Chuj, Nahuatl and Mixtec.

iDISC Information Technologies, S.L. www.idisc.com

Lingotek business intelligence app

Lingotek, a developer of collaborative translation technology, has released a multilingual business intelligence
application (app) for its translation management system.
The app dashboards display analytics and data on systemwide activities, performance, assets, content and allows
managers to customize settings.

Lingotek www.lingotek.com

Beebox Connector for WHATS’On

Wordbee, a provider of translation management technology, has released a Beebox connector for broadcast
management software WHATS’On by MediaGeniX, a
provider of broadcast and content solutions.

Wordbee www.wordbee.com

Octave

United Language Group (ULG), a language services
company, has released Octave, its translation management
system that integrates machine translation, application

14
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News
program interface connector technologies and computerassisted translation tool capabilities.
United Language Group, Inc. http://united-lg.com

Pairaphrase updates

Language Arts & Science, LLC, a provider of translation
services, has announced that Pairaphrase, its web-based
translation management system, now supports YouTube
subtitle and Android app files, and the translation of .SRT,
JSON and Strings files directly in the system.

Language Arts & Science, LLC http://languageartsandscience.com

KantanLQR split testing feature

KantanMT, a subscription-based machine translation
service, has introduced a split testing feature for KantanLQR that allows clients to test and compare machine
translation (MT) output from up to four MT engines. The
new feature follows the recent launch of neural MT stock
engines, available within KantanFleet.

KantanMT http://kantanmt.com

Smartling plug-in for
Watson Language Translator

Smartling, Inc., provider of a cloud-based software
platform, has released a plug-in connecting its products
and services and the IBM Watson Language Translator
machine translation service.

Smartling, Inc. www.smartling.com

Acclaro WordPress Connector

Connector; connecting companies’ WordPress websites
to Acclaro’s translation management system.

Acclaro Inc. www.acclaro.com

Clients and Partners

Protemos integrates SmartCAT

Protemos LLC, the company behind the ChangeTracker
translation editing platform, has integrated technology
with SmartCAT, developers of a cloud translation automation platform.

Protemos www.protemos.com
SmartCAT https://www.smartcat.ai

lexiQA partners with Linguistic Centre

lexiQA, an application program interface solution for
online linguistic quality assurance, has partnered with
Linguistic Centre, a Ukrainian language service provider,
to combine services.

lexiQA www.lexiqa.net
Linguistic Centre www.lingvo.lviv.ua

Memsource supports Google Translate
Premium Edition

Memsource, a developer of cloud translation software,
now supports Google Translate Premium Edition, a new
neural machine translation interface available to customers on a case-by-case basis only.

Memsource www.memsource.com

Acclaro Inc., a translation and localization firm, has
announced the availability of its Acclaro WordPress

April/May 2017
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ND Focus — Elia’s networking
days for Executives
May 4-5, 2017, Chania, Greece

European Language Industry Association
http://events.elia-association.org/nd-focus-exec-2017

BP17 Translation Conference

Wordfast Forward 2017

May 11-14, 2017, Varna, Bulgaria
Wordfast, www.wordfast.com/conference/2017

Information Development World

May 15-17, 2017, Menlo Park, California USA
The Content Wrangler, Content Rules
www.informationdevelopmentworld.com

May 4-6, 2017, Budapest, Hungary

ALC Annual Conference

Annual NETA Conference

Association of Language Companies
https://alcus.site-ym.com/page/AnnualConfOverall

New England Translators Association, http://netaweb.org/2017-Conference

Software Localization Testing

Csaba Bán, http://bp17conf.com

May 6, 2017, Boston, Massachusetts USA

SlatorCon London

May 9, 2017, London, UK

Slator, https://slator.com/event/slatorcon-london-2017

11th International Translation and
Interpreting Conference
May 10-12, 2017, Castellón, Spain
Universitat Jaume, http://blogs.uji.es/itic11

May 17-20, 2017, Miami, Florida USA

May 18, 2017, San Jose, California USA

The International Multilingual User Group
www.meetup.com/IMUG-Silicon-Valley/events/235674465

ITI Conference 2017

May 18-20, 2017, Cardiff, UK

Institute of Translation & Interpreting, http://iti-conference.org.uk

21st Nordic Conference on
Computational Linguistics

May 22-24, 2017, Gothenburg, Sweden
Language Bank of Sweden, http://nodalida2017.se

ABRATES VIII

May 25-27, 2017, São Paulo, Brazil

Brazilian Association of Translators, http://abrates.com.br/viii-congressointernacional-de-traducao-e-interpretacao-da-abrates/?lang=en

connecting your visions,
technologies and customers

Nida School of Translation Studies

May 22-June 2, 2017, Misano Adriatico, Italy
Nida Institute, www.nidaschool.org/nsts-home

Translation Forum Russia
May 26-28, 2017, Ufa, Russia

Business Bureau of the Association of Interpreters, http://tconference.ru

EAMT 2017

May 29-31, 2017, Prague, Czech Republic
Information Creation · Translation/Localization
Desktop Publishing · Illustration/Animation
Automatic Publication · Information Retrieval
Process Automation · IT Services · Training · Consulting ...

European Association for Machine Translation, https://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/eamt2017

XTM LIVE - The Translation
Technology Power Summit

May 31-June 1, 2017, San Mateo, California USA
XTM International, https://xtm-intl.com/live

www.star-group.net
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June
Complexity thinking in translation studies:
In search of methodologies
June 1-2, 2017, Leuven, Belgium

University of the Free State, www.ufs.ac.za/humanities/unlisted-pages/
complexity/complexity/home-page

Plunet Translation Management Summit
June 1-2, 2017, Berlin, Germany
Plunet, www.plunet-summit.com

memoQfest International

June 7-9, 2017, Budapest, Hungary

Kilgray Translation Technologies, www.memoq.com/en/memoqfest

UA Europe 2017

June 8-9, 2017, Harrogate, UK

Language, Data and Knowledge 2017
June 19-20, 2017, Galway, Ireland

Insight Centre for Data Analytics, NUI Galway, Goethe Universität Frankfurt, InfAI
http://ldk2017.org

Summer Meeting

June 19-22, 2017, Tampere, Finland
ocie for i gin an

reole ing i ic

. a.fi l l

.h ml

Virtual Summit on Scaling
Content Production
June 20-22, 2017, online

The Content Wrangler, http://bit.ly/2nIfU6a

21st Conference on Language for
Specific Purposes
June 28-30, 2017, Bergen, Norway

UA Europe, www.uaconference.eu

NHH Department of Professional and Intercultural Communication
www.nhh.no/en/lsp2017

OEB MidSummit

8th International Symposium

ICWE GmbH, www.oebmidsummit.com

Universitat Autónoma de Barcelona, http://pagines.uab.cat/simposi/en

June 8-9, 2017, Reykjavik, Iceland

June 30, 2017, Barcelona, Spain

NZSTI 2017

June 10-11, 2017, Auckland, New Zealand
New Zealand Society of Translators and Interpreters
www.nzsti.org/annual-conference

July

8th Asian Translation Traditions Conference
July 5-7, 2017, London, UK

TAUS Industry Leader’s Forum

Faculty of Languages and Cultures, SOAS, University of London
www.translationstudies.net/joomla3/index.php

TAUS, www.taus.net/events/conferences/taus-industry-leaders-forum-2017

SSAWW 2017

June 12-13, 2017, Girona, Spain

E3 2017

June 13-15, 2017, Los Angeles, California USA
Entertainment Software Association, www.e3expo.com

TAUS QE Summit Barcelona 2017
June 14, 2017, Barcelona, Spain

July 5-8, 2017, Montaigne, France

Society for the Study of American Women Writers, https://ssawwnew.wordpress.
com/conferences/ssaww-2017-universite-bordeaux-montaigne

ND Focus on Sales & Marketing
July 6-7, 2017, Geneva, Switzerland

TAUS, www.taus.net/events/conferences/qe-summit-barcelona-2017

European Language Industry Association
http://events.elia-association.org/nd-focus-sales-2017

LocWorld Barcelona

ACLA 2017

Localization World, Ltd., www.locworld.com

American Comparative Literature Association, www.acla.org/annual-meeting

June 14-16, 2017, Barcelona, Spain

open-korean-text: Tools for the Trickiest
Language to Process or Translate
June 15, 2017, Mountain View, California USA
The International Multilingual User Group
www.meetup.com/IMUG-Silicon-Valley/events/235674473

July 6-9, 2017, Utrecht, Netherlands

Bringing the Internet to Myanmar

July 20, 2017, Mountain View, California USA
The International Multilingual User Group
www.meetup.com/IMUG-Silicon-Valley/events/234430097

April/May 2017
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Think Outside the Country

Both a primer and a refresher course on globalization basics

Nancy A. Locke
Nancy A. Locke is a writer and
translator living in Montreal.

John Yunker brings his 20 years of experience as a globalization and marketing consultant to bear in his new book
Think Outside the Country. While clearly targeting newcomers to the field, hot-off-the-presses stats and facts may
surprise many of the initiated.
At first glance, the two-and-a-half-page table of contents seems
daunting. That said, Yunker’s clear and conversational writing style
makes for an easy read. A wealth of screenshots, charts, graphs and
easy-to-digest lists sprinkled throughout break up the narrative. Using
data that describes the global situation, Yunker juxtaposes overarching
facts and trends with concrete examples that illustrate those trends, an
approach that keeps the reader engaged.
Having written a comprehensive book on the same subject, Beyond
Borders: Web Globalization Strategies, way back in 2002, Yunker could
have simply presented a rehash of a subject he knows inside and out.
The freshness of the content, however, becomes apparent in the first
three sections that serve as an introduction to the book. First, on page
5, he makes a rather bold assertion about what he calls the translation
economy:
“At its most basic level, the translation economy is the globalization
of the information economy. Think of it as a linguistic and cultural
interface between you and everyone else around the world. This interface works in both directions. It translates what you have to say to the
world and also translates the world back to you.”
The freshness of the content is also illustrated on page 12. In answer
to the question “Why this book?” he addresses the current global political economic climate as exemplified by the Brexit vote and the results of
the 2016 presidential election in the United States. Despite the rhetoric, he remains optimistic that trade between countries will not grind
to a halt anytime soon. Companies, he states, must make a choice of

18
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Think Outside The Country, by John
Yunker. Byte Level Book, April 2017.
Paperback, 250 pages. $29.
whether to opt in or opt out of the still vibrant
global economy. Those willing to opt in will
find a wealth of worthwhile information in
the following pages.
The first chapter, “New Rules of the Translation Economy,” provides important context.
It also debunks certain misconceptions. For
me, the most important might be the notion
that the internet is a border-free space. Yunker
shines a light on the “rise of the splinternet,” the
first of many neologisms or industry-specific
terms that turn up in the book. To illustrate
the high-stakes risks of going global, the author
cites the Target debacle in Canada. He winds

Review
up the first chapter by stressing the
important role of the global generalist
and giving global executives permission to say “I don’t know.”
As a language geek and word nerd,
numbers, particularly big numbers,
induce brain freeze. So, I was relieved
when Yunker kicks off the second
chapter, “Think Globally,” by simplifying a range of potentially mindboggling data. And I think I finally
wrapped my head around some of
the big numbers. The chapter also
defines basic industry terms such as
localization and internationalization;
acronyms such as LSP and MVP;
and numeronyms, among them l10n
and i18n. Although this might be old
hat for acolytes, language industry
neophytes will find this chapter very
useful. Frankly, I was surprised to
learn that a numeronym was a thing.
Chapter three, “Think Locally,”
reminds readers of the importance of
locale-specific particularities. Yunker
repeatedly underscores the importance of translation to the globalization process and makes a compelling
return on investment (ROI) argument for investing in translation. The
section on global gateway strategies
demystifies a complex subject and
answers a question many internet
and mobile users ask themselves:
how does a site know where I am?
The chapter also explains another
two terms that were new to me even
if I was aware of the concepts: endonym and exonym.
For anyone who revels in the subtle
(and, sometimes, not so subtle) differences between cultures, chapter four,
“Think Culturally,” is a treat. Again, for
old hands, some of the content is terra
cognita. Newbies, however, will discover a world of differences: holidays
and lucky numbers and letters. The
chapter also tackles the critical difference between translation and transcreation, and the importance of the latter.
What’s most significant about the
rise in transcreation services is that

marketing executives are now taking
a closer look at the content itself,
its audiences, and its intended ROI.
And this a good thing, because every
language should be treated as a new
language, not just a copy of English.
In “The obligatory lost in translation chapter,” Yunker reprises some
timeworn translation bloopers. Some
fresher examples would have been
welcome here. The September 2016
release of Apple’s iPhone 7 in Hong
Kong, which caused a stir due to the
unintended sexual message that turned
up in translation, comes to mind.
For the visually-centric, the chapter
“Think Visually" is more than eye
candy. First, Yunker emphasizes the
importance of simple, globally flexible
website design. He moves on to the
significance of colors, the power of
images depicting people, the pitfalls
of body language and gestures, and
the evolution of icons. To illustrate the
latter, he provides a concise history of
the International Red Cross that, as it
turns out, was not that international.
He spends some time on using flags as
language icons. I thought that everyone understood the issues. Clearly, I
was wrong.
The chapter “Think Outside” takes
the reader on a whirlwind worldwide
tour of eight countries: China, Brazil,
Germany, India, Thailand, United
Kingdom, Australia and Russia, and
winds up with a section on regions
where Arabic is the major language.
Each section drills down to reveal the
critical particularities of the chosen
country or region.
Yunker concludes with three
important statements that function as
section titles: “We are more alike than
we are different,” “We’re all translators,” and “Globalization is a journey,”
not a destination. The first and third
statements struck me as obvious. The
second, however, caught my attention.
Here, Yunker starts out by invoking a
much broader definition of translation
and, by extension, language. Everyone,

to a certain extent, translates in order to
communicate with different constituencies, whether defined by job description or age. Yunker reverts to the more
common definition when he goes on to
note the “rise of the translator class.”
But translators can be your secret
weapon in going global. They are user
advocates, they provide input into
product design and naming, they are
cocreators in their own right.
The Resources section of the book
provides a valuable takeaway: The
ultimate globalization checklist, as
well as some very useful links.
Overall, Think Outside the Country is a primer for those starting out
on their globalization journey and a
useful refresher course for those who
think they know it all. Crafted by a seasoned copywriter and industry insider,
the book is a fun read while providing
some serious food for thought. M]
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How to (not) kill a
translation client
Andrew Lawless
Andrew Lawless is the president and founder of
Rockant, which focuses on localization training and
consulting. His goal is to inspire and prime localization professionals for success.

Did you know that according to Gallup, 86% of buyers would pay
more for a better service experience, and Forbes magazine reports that
only 1% of them feel that they are getting it? As a result, they ask for
reductions in rates, an increase in additional non-paid services (more
Excel reports, anyone?) and they complain more often about translation quality — most often with change requests that are preferential.
How does this impact your bottom line? You are missing a big chunk of additional revenue and could lose what you already have. Happy customers spend an
average of 23% more of their budget with an engaging localization vendor.
Figure 1 shows how that process works. Disengaged clients become more
demanding. They may ask for a reduction in rates for individual services,
an increase in the scope of projects without wanting to pay for it and they
might voice concerns over the quality of your translations. If you grant those
requests, you will experience losses in either real revenue (18% on average)
or opportunities (23% on average).
In turn your operations will be stressed even more, leading to yet less
client engagement. And so, the circle of death continues. Little by little you
will kill your client account.
As a small business owner, I have felt the impact of both an 18% revenue
loss with a client and an increase of 23% with the same account. It’s the
difference between doing very well and struggling to make ends meet. It lets
your thoughts sway from “I can do anything I put my mind to” to “What was
I thinking? I can’t do this!”
Often we are just throwing things onto the wall to see what sticks. We
pretend we have it all together, hoping one day we actually will.
Until then, we face countless setbacks — lost clients, overly demanding
ones, quality disputes with vendors, increased competition and pressure to
reduce rates. Until we get to the point where anyone will jump to take our
phone call or reply to our email.
It is also true that there is a battle-proven way of getting there as a localization service provider (LSP). I have observed LSPs from all angles for over 20
years: as managing director, as a client and as a consultant. The number-one
reason that I have seen translation bureaus and LSPs kill a client is a desire to
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operate like a black box — often with
the good intention of offering “turnkey solutions” and bothering the client
as little as possible.
But if not implemented well, this
approach backfires. The client simply
does not feel engaged, and slowly but
surely drifts away.
To the contrary, successful localizers and translators will:
[ Proactively reach out to share
queries from translators and resolve
them effectively.
[ Ask customers for additional
information and resources, such as
terminology, reference documents,
product info and so on.
[ Communicate progress, manage
expectations and make the work easier
for the next person in the process.
In other words, engaging your
clients well is the key factor to winning and growing more business.
This insight may go against what
some project managers observe. I
often hear pushback to the idea of
client engagement. People believe that
many buyers of localization services
are not willing to do what it takes to
get better services, but instead, want
the least number of requests and
queries from their service provider.
I call this kind of thinking the
“monkey house.” Fashion consultant

Colum n

Figure 1: How to kill a client. Source: Rockant, Inc.

and television personality Tim Gunn
has said, "I have this refrain about the
monkey house at the zoo. When you
first enter the monkey house, you
think, ‘Oh my god, this place stinks!’
And then after you’re there for 20
minutes you think, ‘it’s not so bad’ and
after you’re there for an hour it doesn’t
smell at all.” Anyone else entering the
monkey house will think, “this stinks!”
but you can’t tell, because you've
stayed too long in the monkey house.
Keep in mind that 86% of customers are not engaged, and we all
think it’s normal. In fact, it stinks.
Thus, it is also true that if you do
not engage your clients, they will
not engage with you. A disengaged
client is one that easily leaves. A
quiet client often builds new capacity or develops new vendors on
covert operations. M]
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Community Lives
Language community
identity
Jeannette Stewart
Jeannette Stewart is the former CEO of CommuniCare, a
translation company for life sciences. An advocate for the
language industry, she founded Translation Commons, a
nonprofit online platform facilitating community collaboration.

How often these days are we asked for proof of identification?
Doctors, hospitals, airlines, traffic cops and even some stores all
want to verify that we are who we say we are, to establish that our
identity is correct. But identities extend past the individual. We have
national identities, group identities, corporate identities and so on.
Our friends in marketing are currently in love with ideas like platform identity that define a presence beyond branding. And we have
community identities. It is one of the zeitgeists of our current lives.
Academic research and business imperatives have invested heavily in
understanding what communities mean to us. All branches of the social
sciences seem to have had input as have management disciplines across
the board. And yet for all this activity, are we truly closer to defining what
community identity actually is? It seems fair to say that whatever it is does
not seem to arise naturally; rather it seems to be derived from a mixture
of elements fabricated by communities themselves. This leads us to ask
whether our language community identity should be based on what we
want it to be, or whether it should be what seems natural for it to be. This
is the distinction between an organic structure that grows freely, or a
planned one restricted by what is deemed feasible by the members.
So, what can we safely say about the identity of the language community?
Those of us who are part of it may have a good idea, but what of all those
other people and groups out there who display a blank look when we tell
them that we work in the language community? The uncomfortable truth
is that our community is especially difficult to define. We are probably the
most diverse community on the planet. But our skill tree is not even well
understood by ourselves. We are a rich community of personalities, nationalities and skills, so no wonder it’s difficult to put us in a box. However, if we
are to receive due recognition and an appropriate position in the pyramid
of human endeavors, we must present ourselves to the world in a way that
commands respect and due recognition for the work we do.
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In the language community we
have a rich mix of individual traits
with which we collaborate in an
equally rich mass of groups. The
relationships we form can be based
on the languages we use, the skills
we employ, the subjects we translate,
even the tools we use. Professional
bodies like the American Translators
Association do a splendid job of looking out for our interests, but what
about the other side of the fence and
the corporate clients who want our
services? If there are bridges there,
they seem to carry mostly one-way
traffic. We have to admit that the
commercial imperative of enterprise
culture places monetization at the
top of the corporate tree. Generating income is what businesses do.
However, the economic equations
that are applied to different skills do
not seem to favor language services.
We’re all too familiar with stories of
computer professionals, for example,
lavished with perks: free commuter
buses; free food; free time to pursue
personal projects — not to mention
hefty salaries, health insurance and
so on. I wonder how many translators
can claim even a fraction of those
enviable rewards.

How do we explain this jarring
disconnect? Comparing the skillsets
of translators with other groups is
fairly fruitless. Translators tend to be
self-starters, certainly models of selfmotivation. Many are multilingual
by their own hard work and passion
for languages. Many acquire language specialties such as medical or
legal skills. Many are self-employed
and have to deal with all the headaches that can bring. There are also
social conundrums like working in
isolation while dealing primarily in
communication with others.
There’s another barrier to
linguists receiving due recognition
for the professionalism of their
skills and that derives from the fact
that speech is a universal human
trait. Everyone speaks a native
language and the consequence of
this is that people take translation
for granted. In fact, it is more likely
that interpreting is undervalued as
bewildered tourists seek directions
to the nearest Starbucks or monolingual business people flail around
looking for the local way of saying, “I
need this order delivered yesterday!”
What linguists do in effortlessly (to
observers) transforming one language into another while accurately
conveying meaning is overshadowed
by the fact that they are involved in
solving problems. With the emphasis
placed strongly on problem solving,
the linguistic elements are often
lost. Who, outside of language
practitioners themselves, appreciates
the skills applied in rendering a
target translation? Translators and
interpreters have their own personal
style, their own preferences in
working with language pairs. There
is a hidden art involved in this work
as accuracy, currency, fluency and
other traits are brought to bear on
an end translation. Certainly there
are aesthetic considerations with
computer programming and verbose
code will attract scathing criticism
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from more adept coders. Good,
tight, bug-free code is still a defining
characteristic of the computing community. Quality counts, although it
isn’t always delivered as marketing
departments scream for new apps
and updates to be delivered ASAP.
At least we have that in common.
However, in the language community we work with different quality
considerations. If a project involves
localizing in 70 languages, the project
management involved in ensuring
that meaning is consistently rendered
is a massive, intensive task. This
brings us to another impediment to
defining our community and that
arises from the technology we now
use to help us complete highly complex tasks. Human translation versus
MT! When anybody can use Google
Translate or Bing Translator or one
of many other tools to do the work,
why even bother to consider human
translation? It doesn’t occur to many
people to ask where the translation
came from in the first place, how
was the MT engine trained? It is not
unknown for corporate ventures and
some MT advocates to regard translators’ work as their own intellectual
property to do with as they please.
Why is recognition of the ownership
of translated work so difficult to find
at times? A simple question and the
simple answer is that it’s all about
money. Large sums would have to be
paid if due recognition were granted
and that no doubt would affect the
feasibility of global-scale, automated
language services. But there is
something more insidious here that
marginalizes linguists, and that is
simply that some entities ensure
their lowly status in order to render
them exploitable. Nor should we
forget that there is always someone
out there who will undercut prices
just to get the work, and they will get
the contract even if the quality they
produce is third-rate. But let’s not let
a few bad apples taint our vision.
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Our colleges, universities and
other educational establishments do
a phenomenal job of turning out a
constant stream of new graduates,
qualified in language, technical and
management skills to augment the
language industry. Some benefit
from associations with corporate
ventures, but what do new graduates do to make a start as language
professionals in an environment
without a clear-cut identity? Even
new graduates finding positions in
businesses can be left with a sink-orswim situation as on-the-job training
is rarely available. The pressures on
all professionals can be intense and
the intimidation that new entrants
feel requires steely ambition and
mental toughness from day one. If
new graduates are lucky they might
find a position working with an older,
established professional who will
mentor them in exchange for hammering out boilerplate translations.
It’s not ideal, but it produces results.
Is this the situation that we want
to define us as a professional community? Certainly there are coding
“sweatshops” that are the equivalent,
but given that the tech industry
currently has several billion dollars
worth of open positions across the
country, decent coders stand a good
chance of finding a worthwhile job if
they look hard enough. Can we say
the same for linguists? I’m afraid we
can’t. In spite of the wealth of superb
language courses, there is a disconnect between teaching materials and
the materials that industry and commerce need to have translated. As
these demanding needs of industry
and commerce proliferate and the
global marketplace expands, we can
easily see that there is a shortfall that
the language community will find
impossible to make up without some
far-reaching changes.
Experience and first-hand observation of the language industry at
work tells me that we lack cohesion.

Our community is not broken or
dysfunctional or anything as drastic
as that, but it does need to be drawn
together more effectively. Mentoring
is an obvious way of bringing new
blood into the community. Many
established pros are willing to help
the community in this way because
they understand that the skill shortage among linguists is no longer
impending, it’s with us now. The
new members on the other side of
the equation are eager to learn and
usually extremely grateful for the
chance to work with experienced
translators.
Mentoring also works well in
other disciplines like programming,
but they also have the benefit of
programs like coding academies. I do
not believe that we have anything like
the same resources for translators
and interpreters, but surely if some
of the innovators in our community
gave it some thought, they could
devise a means of providing training for our members. There are
massive open online courses on
many subjects, but are they training
students to the level of sophistication
demanded by business? If some are,
I’d love to hear about them so I could
help spread the word.
It also behooves our community
members to embrace the technologies that now support our work. With
the proliferation of free open source
software, the opportunities for all
members of the community, even
experienced members who work
regularly, are vast. The more we
network, the more we extend our
connections in the community.
The strength of our community
and consequently the nature of its
identity are dependent on all of us
as members of it. We do need to
muster a strong commitment and
engage in making the community
work. Ideally we would achieve this
with such efficiency that outsiders
would yearn to join us. M]
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The new face of tourism:
Online and now!

Anne-Cécile Dousson-Lhéritier
Anne-Cécile Dousson-Lhéritier leads the global content operations department at GetYourGuide,
a Berlin-based travel marketplace. She has a well-rounded background in translation and localization on both the linguistic and management sides. Her strengths and focus areas are process
optimi ation and business ef ciency.

When you think about tourism, what comes to

mind? Is it the travel agency down the street with
beautiful catalogs? Or the flight comparison website
you used for your last vacation; the guide book you
purchased at the book store; the apartment sharing
platform you visited last month; the app you used
this weekend to find things to do during your weekend trip; the review website you visited to gather
new ideas? The reality is that the travel industry
includes many different verticals and components.

There are several ways to categorize travel companies.
You can first sort them by their main presence: online or
offline. You can create a differentiation between the transactional companies and the ones that are mostly inspirational.
Another clear separator is by vertical: airlines, hotels and
accommodations, activities and so on. Each of the categories requires a different type of content and therefore different localization strategies and processes.
In recent years, the travel sector, like many other industries,
has been irremediably influenced by two major innovations.
First is the internet: people now consume information online.
They prefer to reserve trips on a screen. They can learn more
April/May 2017
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Data pulled from research published by TripAdvisor, Expedia and others. Source: Amadeus Blog.

about a specific topic on their own, and
they don’t feel the need to go to a travel
agent, to buy a paper travel book or to
go to the library to do their research
about a certain destination. In 2016, for
example, over 70% of the flights booked
in Europe were purchased online.
The second innovation is mobility: everything is turning toward
smartphones and tablets. Consumers
can now get their information on a
screen and on the go. This is a game
changer. It influences the habits and
expectations of consumers and travelers. The consumers of today are
expecting content, and all supporting
information, to be available instantly
and accurately in their language. Customers may not even keep records
of their room description or of their
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travel activity summary. Content is
just a means to an end: experiences.
The content also needs to fit new
types of devices — the screens are
smaller and the attention span is
even shorter than on a desktop session. Customers don’t want to scroll
down to find what they need. It is all
about the now. Therefore, the trend
is to display shorter copy with more
icons and images. Frequent updates
are also expected.
What does this mean for travel
industry players? They need to adapt
to the expectations of their customers and localization departments are
in the first row of that skirmish. The
mobile shift introduces new challenges. Since everything needs to
be fast, accurate and fluent, content

must be available in a clear, concise
language style that gives them the
information needed effortlessly.
Mobile content should be lean and
to the point.
At GetYourGuide, we focus on giving our customers experiences that
they will remember. As an online platform for tours, activities and attraction tickets, we are at the heart of
the transactional travel experiences.
Our customers can plan activities a
long time in advance by browsing on
their computer, or book during their
trip on their mobile device, right
when they need a ticket. We therefore
must display accurate content at all
times. We currently offer close to
30,000 activities to choose from in 14
languages.

Focus
The particularity of online travel
experience content is that it displays
large volumes of unique descriptions
that are frequently updated. The
localization of content is therefore a
complex machinery where processes
play as much of a role as linguistic
expertise. Our goal is to create, translate and adapt the various travel experiences in real time in each language,
while keeping the appropriate level of
quality. One of the main challenges
here is how to combine information
reliability with the style of production
and the accuracy of the language.
Our approach consists of simultaneously running different localization
models for different types of content.
A newsletter, for example, needs to be
inspiring, to be perfectly accurate and
to convey the tone of voice and style
of the company. Since an email cannot

be modified after it has been sent, the
final product must be flawless.
On the other hand, the description pages of activities are used as
a commodity and can therefore be
considered as disposable content. The
emphasis is on translating all facts
accurately while keeping the fluency
of the production. This is also the type
of text that is updated most frequently.
As a result, we privilege fast iterations
over perfect quality scorecards, as
we can change any online translation
anytime. Of course, the aim is to get
it right the first time and we strive to
optimize processes and production
flows of source and target content to
avoid quality issues.
The travel sector is continuing
this transformation toward real-time
information delivery and will soon
be dominated by mobile. The new

European directive removing all
roaming fees in Europe for European
customers starting June 2017 will
accelerate the shift. Travel industry
players are getting ready and many
exciting opportunities already arise
for all players in the localization
industry to meet the expectations.
New technologies are competing to
support growth in online companies:
machine learning applied to machine
translation, automation and standardization of content production,
rapidly evolving translation management systems, for example. Language
service providers also adapt to the
need of delivering more batches of
smaller volume with a very short
turnaround time. And let’s not forget
linguistic experts and translators who
see their job description change as
new innovations appear. M]
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Global customer journeys
Lessons learned from travel and leisure

Rebecca Ray
ebecca ay is a senior analyst at the mar et research firm Common Sense
Advisory CSA esearch . Her primary research focus includes enterprise
globalization, social media, multilingual S O and global product development.

Tourism ranks as the number three export

worldwide — ahead of even food and cars, according to 2016 data from the UN World Tourism
Organization. Emerging countries, the majority of
which use languages other than English, are projected to dominate international tourist arrivals
by 2030 with 57% of the market, or one billion
arrivals. And it’s not just outbound tourism that’s
driving this consistent growth, but domestic
travel as well: the Chinese alone took off on more
than 2.2 billion trips in the first half of 2016.
28
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Multilingual content helps drive
the T&L export engine
Whether user-generated on TripAdvisor or Dianping,
white-labeled on Expedia or Ctrip, or corporate-branded,
content underlies this growth engine in multiple languages.
Common Sense Advisory (CSA Research) has analyzed
how travel and leisure (T&L) companies exploit multilingual content to support global customer experience.
Their challenges parallel those of other industries as they
struggle to adapt to quickly evolving customer preferences
and expectations as mobile, personalization and Millennials dominate the landscape. At the same time, they must
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How travel and leisure companies buy translation. Source: CSA Research, 2015.

find ways to stay ahead of brutal
competition from well-funded local
upstarts and disruptors.

Other companies can learn
from travel industry colleagues
Companies in retail, high-tech,
consumer goods, life sciences, financial services and manufacturing can
learn from the following areas in
which T&L excels, as well as from
their cautionary tales. Language
providers hoping to service the
travel sector can pick up pointers
about the sector’s special needs and
requirements, as detailed in CSA
Research’s report “How Travel and
Leisure Companies Buy Translation,” including:
1. Welcome user generated content (UGC) and machine translation (MT). Brands whose success is
directly tied to the availability and
quality of user reviews tackle UGC

with real-time and post-edited MT.
They understand the connection
between how UGC delivery affects
brand perception and their bottom
line — especially among the Millennial crowd that routinely factors in
other opinions before tapping the
“confirm” button.
2. Focus on content tiering.
Travel companies have a hard time
describing their global customer
personas and content usage patterns. As a result, they often translate too much content into too many
languages. Don’t fall into the same
trap. Classify your content by local
market factors, content type and
quality requirements. This allows
you to prioritize the right pieces
to localize for each market and to
obtain the most for every translation
dollar, euro, yen or pound.
3. Assimilate online and offline
worlds. Mobile devices allow inter-

action on a more personal level
with prospects and clients, but that
comes with the responsibility and
opportunity to provide upgraded
experiences. Travel brands enhance
digital access to their audience’s
offline lives. Examples include services such as mobile check-in and
keyless access at hotels and resorts,
and free Wi-Fi on planes.
Travel and leisure companies process a wide range of content types
from internal and external sources.
Their material requires varying
levels of linguistic quality and often
includes large volumes of user-generated text and images. At the same
time, they face heavy competition
within and outside their industry. As
they race to personalize the content
experience through mobilizing and
socializing it, companies in other
industries can apply the lessons
learned to their own sectors. M]
April/May 2017
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Harnessing the dragon
Localization and the
Chinese tourism market

Patrick Gardiner
Patrick Gardiner is a senior account manager at Capita TI, overseeing the
marketing, gaming and IT sectors. He has worked with Capita TI for seven
years, and has an MA in translating and interpreting from Salford University.

When localization or travel companies consider how to get the most out of the global tourism
market, it pays to go back to basics. Which country’s tourists spend the most? The answer shouldn’t
come as a surprise. With a huge population, a growing, aspirational middle class and excellent transport links, China is the number-one tourism market
worldwide. Chinese tourists spent a massive $292
billion on outbound travel in 2015, making them
comfortably the most reliable source of tourist
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income for most of their destination countries. This
has followed a consistent upward curve since the
Chinese economic boom began in the 1990s, and is
continuing to grow despite China’s recent economic
stutter steps. Provisional numbers for 2016 suggest
a growth rate of around 10% on 2015.

Where do they go?
The top five destinations in 2015 were unsurprisingly
all neighboring countries in Asia — South Korea, Thailand

Focus
and Japan, plus the Special Administrative Regions of Hong Kong
and Macau, which are counted as
foreign destinations. The next top
five countries were all European —
France, Italy, Switzerland, Germany
and the UK. With such huge overall
spend, even though these countries
are lower down the list, the benefits
for them are enormous — in the UK
alone, Chinese tourists spent nearly
$750 million in 2015.
A closer look at these numbers
reveals some interesting trends. The
vast majority of visits to Hong Kong
and Macau were day-trippers from
neighboring regions of Southern
China, flocking to cities that have
become meccas for shopping and
gambling respectively.
In contrast, when Chinese tourists visit Europe, they take their time.
The average length of stay in 2015
was two weeks, with most tourists
spending a few nights in several
countries — France and Italy for
their art galleries and architecture,
Germany to shop for high-quality
manufactured goods, and the UK for
the history and culture, especially
the royal palaces.
Crunching the numbers for the
UK, just under 270,000 visits were
made by Chinese visitors to Britain
in 2015, with their total spend of
$732 million breaking down to an
average of just over $2,500 per visit.
The gender split of the 270,000 visits
was even, with half made by women
and half by men.
One interesting long-term trend
is that the previous mainstays of
Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan are
declining in importance. They lost
8% of their market share between
2014 and 2016, indicating that
Chinese travelers are increasingly
more ambitious in their outlook.
This obviously represents a significant opportunity to firms based
elsewhere in the world in terms of
attracting Chinese visitors.

Who are they?
Most people probably have a typical (and stereotypical) view of the
average Chinese traveler. They see
them as older, and traveling as part
of a group of similarly aged people.
They will travel by coach around
Europe or North America on a set
tour of each country’s highlights —
in the UK, they’d go to Buckingham
Palace, Stonehenge, Stratford upon
Avon (Shakespeare’s birthplace),
Oxford and Cambridge for the
universities and maybe Bath for the
Roman ruins. They’ll stay in hotels
booked months in advance through
their group’s tour operator and won’t
stray from their rigid itinerary.
This may have been how most
Chinese people visited the West 20
years ago, but this idea bears less and
less relation to reality. A recent study
suggested that only 40% of Chinese
tourists are over 40 and travel as part
of a group, a similar proportion to
Western countries. Over a third, 35%,
were classed as “semi-independent”
travelers — those who travel several
times a year, sometimes as part of a
set itinerary and sometimes organizing things themselves. This group was
usually between 25 and 35 years old.
The remaining 25% of Chinese
tourists are the most interesting in
terms of analyzing where Chinese
tourism is heading in the coming
years. These are “independent” tourists who travel alone or in small, nonorganized groups, and are between
the ages of 20 and 25. These adventurous youngsters (similar to their
slightly older, “semi-independent”
counterparts) will research and
plan their own trip using specialist
websites and are heavily reliant on
social media reviews and blogs for
information on where to go next.
Another growing trend in Chinese
tourism is family travel. In the past,
family trips for Chinese tourists
tended to be internal or to neighboring countries, due to the cost concerns
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of flying the whole family across the
world, which any parent can relate
to. However, there is a growing niche
for family travel, fueled on the one
hand by successful young professionals based abroad who are flying their
relatives out for the holidays — Lunar
New Year for example, which this year
saw an 18% rise in family bookings for
four or more people.
In addition, according to Forbes,
“more and more families are also
going on self-organized trips, looking
for quality time for the whole family,”
rather than the schedule of shopping
and sightseeing that would have
been the norm in the past. Another
important aspect of the growing
family holiday trend is that the vast
majority of family trips, like the independent trips of younger travelers,
are self-booked and self-researched.

Why do they go?
Twenty years ago, or even ten years
ago, the answer would have been:
mainly shopping and sightseeing.
The aforementioned coach trips that
shuttled groups of older Chinese tourists between five-star attractions used
to leave very little space for any other
activities. The stereotype ran that when
they weren’t photographing Buckingham Palace or the Colosseum, Chinese
visitors would be buying Gucci bags or
Rolexes, taking advantage, according
to TrekkSoft, of “significant price differences and generally better product
quality and design.”
These days, however, the picture is
changing rapidly. Some unscrupulous
tour operators used to operate unsustainably cheap tours which included
a “shopping trap,” forcing tourists to
spend on shopping to make up the price
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Medical, IT and Technology Sectors
Translation & Localization
Layout, Graphics & DTP
Software Engineering
Multimedia Localization

difference, and a government crackdown on this has greatly reduced retail
spend by Chinese tourists. The rising
cost of housing and education in China
has also made a difference, reducing the
disposable income of Chinese people
abroad.
As a result, the younger travelers
now making up over half of the Chinese tourism numbers are looking for
experiences rather than goods. They
want to taste the local cuisine, drink the
local wines with their meal and tour
the vineyards with a savvy guide, rather
than buy a $600 bottle to take home
as a status symbol. They also value
unique cultural experiences — a Scottish
Ceilidh, an English football match or a
Venetian gondola ride, for example.
One interesting trend in the next
few years will be the rise of tourism
linked to winter sports. The 2022 winter games have recently been awarded
to Beijing and its neighboring mountainous areas, and in tandem with the
spectacular stadiums and perfectly
choreographed opening ceremony we
have come to expect since Beijing’s
summer Olympics in 2008, there is
sure to be an increased interest in
snowsports in China.
Established skiing destinations
are already catering to this expected
trend, with Canada putting in place
a nonstop route between Beijing
and Calgary. However, countries and
resorts hoping to cash in should be
aware that the majority of Chinese
tourists will not have previously
booked a skiing holiday — they’ll
need plenty of guidance and a
streamlined booking process, with a
website to match.

How can you reach them?
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As we’ve seen, increasing numbers
of Chinese tourists are planning and
researching their own trips rather than
relying on agencies. This being the
case, there are a number of relatively
simple steps global companies can
take in order to tap into this market.
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Unsurprisingly, the first and most
important thing travel companies can
do to enhance their appeal is to effectively localize their content, including
websites, brochures and, increasingly, videos, which will need to be
perfectly subtitled or voiced over.
Word of mouth being an important
component of marketing in China,
it’s always advisable that the content
is written in an informal, relatable
style, as if a friend were telling you
about a favorite destination. With
this in mind, it may well be that transcreation may be a better approach
than translation, but of course all
content should be approached with
an open mind.
As always, a coherent search
engine optimization strategy should
go hand-in-hand with effective localization. A comprehensive approach
that establishes Baidu (China’s equivalent to Google) search volumes and
then weaves the resulting keywords

into the final text will ensure potential
bookers can find your website.
Another important factor to consider is mobile optimization. In China,
online is mobile. It’s the biggest smartphone market on the planet, with 466
million smartphone users identified
by a PwC study conducted in 2014.
According to TrekkSoft, 98% of Chinese consumers use their smartphone
to initiate the shopping process, even if
they don’t use their phone to make an
actual purchase. It’s therefore vital that
any company aiming to engage with
potential Chinese tourists optimizes its
site for mobile, and once it’s localized
into Chinese, carries out a full round
of quality assurance and testing to iron
out bugs and issues caused by the localization process. Nothing puts consumers off more than a poor look-and-feel
experience on a mobile site.
Lastly, social media. China’s internet
users make use of platforms like Weibo,
Qzone, WeChat and Kaixin001 to

research their holiday choices on a scale
not always appreciated by Western
firms aiming to make market gains.
80% of China’s population has a social
media profile and people constantly
swap opinions on potential destinations
and tourist attractions — it’s almost like
a Chinese equivalent of TripAdvisor, a
staple of preholiday research in the UK
and US. Therefore, a coherent social
media strategy incorporating paid ads
and local advocates is fundamental
to any successful market drive. Firms
might consider hiring an agency based
in their home country for this, or possibly a Chinese agency that can bring
local knowledge to bear.
It’s not going to be easy or cheap, and
you can’t do it overnight. But for companies with the ambition and the vision,
it is possible to win a share of this huge
and growing market. They just need to
make sure they don’t drop the ball by
choosing a bargain basement localization option. M]
April/May 2017
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Globalized health care,
an LSP's treasure chest

Yasin Steiert

Yasin Steiert works as an English editor with Afaf Translations LLC. He
speaks fluent Arabic and English. He graduated from the American
University of Sharjah in 2016, majoring in international relations.

Humankind has enjoyed significant gains in
both the quality and longevity of life in the past

century, yet with such gains comes a new set of
obstacles. Science's incessant determination to
preserve life has put humanity at a crossroad:
how do we provide for a growing, aging population that depends upon the more economically
productive youth when health care is universally
only getting more expensive?
The traditional European model of paying taxes when
you are younger in order to provide your older self with
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a health care plan guaranteed by the government is not
as viable as it once seemed. Its invalidity as a system owes
itself to the primary concept that health care and medical
treatment gets more expensive over time. Medical science
doesn't remain stagnant, so neither does cost. This combination of variables results in a commonly witnessed burden
upon public health services. It's the same mix of variables
that affects the UK's National Health Service (NHS) and
has prompted the Red Cross to state that the NHS is
headed into a “humanitarian crisis,” according to a January
2017 article in The Guardian, if it does not face reform. It
is that mix that is adding to Canada's lagging medical technology, to France's financial deficit in providing top-quality

Focus
care to its citizens, and to Sweden's
waiting times that are as long as
Serbia's. What could contribute to
a solution to this apparent lag in
countries’ abilities to cover their own
aging populations? Medical tourism!
This is an industry that is expected
to receive double-digit percentage
growth over coming years. This boon
translates into an opportunity for
language service providers (LSPs); a
brand-new growth market.
In an all too recent past, medical
tourism was not something that was
viewed as accessible to a middle-class
population. Medical tourism was
often associated with elite politicians
and celebrities flying into ultraspecialized clinics in Germany or
the United States in order to receive
specialized, expensive care. Presently, this notion couldn't be further
from the truth. Estimates on the size
of the medical tourism market range
from $45.2 to $100 billion. The broad
estimate range owes to the fact that
the market is still in its infancy. A
consensus among market analyst
reports all indicate a high level of
growth; estimates start at 15% and
expand from there. As an LSP, it is

Many Southeast Asians are traveling within the region for medical care not available at home.

easy to get overwhelmed in the face
of such haphazard data, particularly
when conducting independent market research and recognizing that far
more than a handful of countries are
incentivizing a tourist-friendly health
care infrastructure to accommodate
this new breed of consumer. The
primary central markets identified
within this article on the basis of
patient diversity and future growth
are Thailand, Malaysia and India.
Multinational LSPs must strategize

their business development operations in the region while smaller,
local LSPs in the US can focus on
the sudden shift of wealthy medical
tourists that utilize the United States
medical system while also preparing
for the possibility of increased interest in Cuba.

The growth spurt contenders
Thailand, India and Malaysia each
have carved a respectable niche in the
medical tourism market. Thailand

April/May 2017
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and India have an increased popularity with US and UK citizens (with
Thailand being the place most visited by US patients) but the market
dictators actually originate from the
newfound wealth within the region.
The emergence of a broad middle
class in the last two decades has
occurred in such a swift fashion that
public health care systems are slow
to adapt to the new accommodations
and demands of the population.
Developed nations such as Japan are
also facing the highest rates of aging
within their population and are
experiencing increases in health care
costs that are starting to burden the
older population. Individuals who
have recently developed the means
and have the will to seek health care
abroad have seemingly done so in

increasing prevalence. Afghans,
Bangladeshi and Russians contribute to a sizeable majority of patients
in India; Indonesians, Japanese and
Chinese are fueling considerable
growth in Malaysia; and Thailand
retains the most diversity of patients
hailing from everywhere between
South Asia and Europe. Since health
care is such a broad market, there
is ample room for analysts' growth
rates of over 20% in each country to
come to fruition.
This diversity of patients and
variety of languages and customs
that are brought with them requires
a symbiotic relationship of growth
between the medical tourism industry and LSPs. As the CEO of Patients
Beyond Borders Josef Woodman
puts it, “language is one of the prin-
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cipal Achilles’ heels of medical tourism, particularly for the high-acuity
patient with complex conditions
that require precise communication
about diagnosis and treatment.”
As the market continues to grow,
multinational LSPs must actively
pursue contracts and certifications
within these growth countries in
order to reserve a section of the
market for them. It is becoming a
rarity for LSPs to be presented a new
market as the overall LSP ecosystem
continues to mature. Ignoring such
shifts in the demands for language
services will most definitely result in
an increasingly competitive regional
market that could begin to threaten
LSPs that have enjoyed dominance
in Europe and the Americas. By
investing in localized business
development specialists and actively
pursuing corporate partnerships
between private health care providers and LSPs, a large return can be
expected as a reputation is developed in this growing market.

Possibilities of American
and Cuban ascension
US doctors, health care institutions and treatments of specific
ailments remain the best in the
world. Of course, this traditionally
comes at a steep price and for this
reason, the relatively small number
of inbound medical tourists are not
prevalent enough to catch the eye of
multinational LSPs. Small to midsized firms that have lower overhead
costs alternatively can benefit. The
most notable uptick in the origin
of patients coming to the US for
treatment stems from China. Considering that economic growth has
spread across various social classes
in China and has actually buttressed
and expanded the upper middle class
and rich, it comes as no surprise that
they have become more common
medical tourism patients on the
continental US West Coast. With
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certain facilities such as the Convoy
Union Medical Clinic beginning
to provide “membership plans” to
Chinese patients as an alternative to
insurance, smaller LSPs can expect
to be drawn upon in order to provide interpretation and translation
services for visits and foreign or
domestic medical documentation.
The cost of marketing to such clinics and doctors remains far more
cost effective for small communitybased LSPs since the desired clientele would be within an accessible
geography. Since the relative rate of
growth remains uncertain in the US
market, it's important for LSPs to
remain active within both the medical language service community and
the medical community at large.
Maintaining open lines of communication with industry professionals
can provide a pulse for LSPs to plan
upon until further well-developed
data becomes available.
Another fringe market that
remains a possible contender in
the medical tourism market is
Cuba. There is a consensus that
Cuban doctors are among the most
qualified in the world, but the actual
medical system in the country is in
quite a dire condition. In an email
interview, Woodman made the fair
point that though Cuban tertiary
and quaternary care is outdated,
“Cuba boasts a couple of excellent
clinics for pediatric, neurological
and orthopedic rehabilitation, and
a couple of excellent ophthalmology clinics.” The language barrier
is far higher in Cuba, so if political
trends toward open borders and loosened restrictions continue between
Cuba and the US, there could be an
expectation of specified demand for
medical interpreters to accompany
Americans into Cuba, which has a
relatively small English-speaking
population. LSPs don't have to
dedicate much of their time to
this, since as of present, medical

tourism from America into Cuba
is at a very low rate. Establishing
relationships with medical tourism companies that are expressing
interest in accessing Cuba remains
the best bet to get a foot in the door,
because once access is gained, one
can bet that the Cuban government
will further invest into attracting US
citizens and their dollars into the
country for treatment.

Longevity in the market
A narrative that has become more
frequent in the LSP industry is the
introduction and anticipation of
technology. As artificial intelligence
continues making its gains, a future
LSP market that requires less input
from human labor will become
inevitable. Within medical language
services, however, don't necessarily
expect the transition to technology to be so swift. Technology has
already been created to attempt to
bridge gaps that can occur between
a patient and a doctor who do not
speak the same language, but the
application of such technology
is spotty, and there is little or no
accountability to guarantee that the
doctor has properly conveyed his
communication to the patient via
technology. Professional health care
interpreters are the only ones who
can do that. Ad hoc interpreters
such as social workers, a patient's
relative or nurses are much more
likely to commit serious errors like
giving incomplete information on
medications or forgetting to ask
about any drug allergies. This only
serves to benefit LSPs further in the
face of this growth market. While
patients continually seek the best
care, hospitals will continue to cater
to them by having to provide them
with medical interpreters. As health
care continues to globalize, at least
the LSP industry will have one market that will likely not succumb to
technology for a very long time. M]
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Localizing travel-based
user generated content
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T
hat online channels are absolutely key to
travel and tourism isn’t news anymore, it’s a sim-

ple fact. Equally, the fact that social media and
user generated content such as hotel reviews and
user comments play a key role in helping and
guiding fellow travelers isn’t new either, and neither is the fact that these reviews influence buying
decisions. However, in a 24/7 global economy,
the online community increasingly expects this
content to be available in their language and that
is a challenge the localization industry has been
struggling with for a while. We know how to get
good-quality human translations done, but how
do you deal with high volumes (at times, billions of words a day) of user generated content
that needs to be translated into many different
languages in near real-time at very low cost —
something that can only be done with machines?

Taking a look at the use cases
The use cases in online travel and tourism are as broad as
the business itself, but there are some common ones.
Localization of traveler reviews. No serious online
travel site can do without social media integration and
traveler reviews. Many sites also localize reviews from
high volume markets to smaller markets by localizing
reviews; to give an example, an English review might be
translated to Thai to bolster the Thai website and increase
the attractiveness to local customers.

Localization of special offerings and “low value” content. Online travel sites carefully distinguish offerings that
have a high value attached to them, such as the descriptions
of top hotels and destinations. Even more, a lot of analytics are
performed behind the scenes to ensure that traffic is “sticky”
and revenue is maximized. Yet at the same time, every site
has “lower value” content that drives less revenue and does
not necessarily warrant high-quality human localization, but
has value nevertheless. Another content type is short-term
special offers that can drive significant revenue yet can’t
always be localized by humans in time for all markets.
Customer support and chatbot localization. There are
multilingual customer support chat solutions supported by
human agents that only speak a single language but are supposed to support a multilingual clientele. Also, increasingly,
chatbot solutions require real-time high-quality translations
to support the use case, often including the requirement to
be able to detect the customer language before localizing.
Big data analytics. Last but not least, big data analytics ingest increasing volumes of data but only a few solutions are capable of dealing with textual data in addition
to numeric data, let alone supporting many different
languages or having entity processing capabilities. Progressively, these applications require the combination of
language processing, machine translation and machine
learning to be able to provide the desired insights.
With very few exceptions, most of these use cases
cannot be supported by human translations in a timely
or cost-effective manner, but they can be addressed with
sophisticated machine-based solutions that augment the
human localization capabilities and very much depend on
them for quality control.
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The challenges
The challenges associated with
processing this kind of data are plentiful, but some key challenges can be
grouped together.
The first challenge with any machinebased localization solution is managing
expectations. Just because a machine
is applied to perform the localization,
quality will not magically be perfect
nor can the machine compete with
humans on quality. As we’ve seen,
most machine-based use cases are
simply not feasible using humans
processing the data, but do require
humans training and maintaining
the systems to ensure, maintain and
improve quality.
Quality is an obvious challenge.
Every platform desires to have the
best quality content at the lowest
possible cost. What is often forgotten

with these kinds of use cases, however,
is that even for a human translator to
provide good translation, he or she
needs domain expertise, language
pair expertise and guidelines such as
style guidelines, glossaries and so on.
With travel, very often geographic
information plays an important role
as well, hence having access to the
relevant information sources on how
to translate or transliterate places and
street names, for example, is equally
challenging, even for a human. The
machine faces the same challenge.
Therefore, unless the machine is custom trained with the right domain and
auxiliary data, the resulting translations will be of poor quality.
In the case of user generated content an additional quality dimension
is added: source content quality. The
source quality is unknown, for example,

an English language review provided
by a user with limited English language
skills results in a poor source and thus
increases the localization challenge.
Another common challenge, especially for content-rich sites, is the
sheer volume of data to be processed;
millions of words a day, sometimes
billions of words a day when backlogs
are processed, is not uncommon.
This demands systems and workflows
capable of handling such very high
volumes but also scaling up and down
on demand in order to control infrastructure cost.
The actual translation is only
one step in the localization process.
Localization processes for travel and
related content often require complex
pre-processing and post-processing
to perform required conversions, deal
with titles that are nothing more than
a list of keywords, identify and transliterate locations on the fly, recognize
and convert currencies, measurements, apply required styles, glossaries
and finally return the content to the
calling application in good order.

Machine-based solutions
As with most business process
support systems and IT solutions, the
analysis of the use case is critical to
developing a good understanding of
needs and possible approaches. This
required understanding must include
data processing workflow; system integration requirements; specifications
and understanding of the type and
format of content being processed; the
required output quality and format; as
well as all financial parameters related
to the project. In this context, it is difficult to realize these use cases pose
both a localization and an IT challenge and need to be treated as such.
For example, the needs of a customer
support chat application aiming to
provide customers with high-quality
multilingual support is significantly
different from the need to localize customer reviews wherein only a portion
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of the content will need to be placed
on the target site. The first use case
requires very high-quality real-time
translations to ensure the customer is
provided with good-quality support,
and in the latter case content that is
detected as being poor-quality source
material may be discarded, assuming
that the system providing the translation can actually score the data quality
in real-time. The following steps form
a high-level guide on how to proceed
with such projects.
Understand the use case and
its dimensions and build the right
team. Every use case is unique, and
while similar building blocks can be
reused, understanding the use case
end-to-end is crucial to success.
Understanding system integration,
workflow, localization and conversion aspects, content sources, quality requirements, volumes and cost
parameters are just some of the
details required and will also help
everyone understand the skills the
project requires in order to succeed.
When bringing in external partners,
define their roles and integration
points clearly and ensure they have
the required subject matter expertise
to perform their task and interact
with your team effectively.
Design the architecture: workflow and the machine translation
engine and system requirements.
Don't cut corners in the early stages
of the projects; having well-defined
requirements and a solid architecture
that is fit for purpose is a fundamental
prerequirement for success. As part
of the architecture and design also
include all the analysis related to data;
for example, what metadata, source
and target data will be provided or
is needed to adequately process the
content? Also consider what style
guides and glossaries exist and need
to be used. Do entities need to be recognized and processed in a specific
manner or does the system need to
score the content quality?

Develop a custom engine and
workflow and ensure the required
mode and capacity are available.
Once the requirements are understood
and the architecture and data sources
have been defined, the custom workflow and engines can be implemented.
And yes, to achieve quality output,
professional customization is required!
This means that the workflow, the nontranslation capabilities and the engines
themselves need to be customized.
Test. Test, improve and test again.
With complex content, such as travel
related text and specifically user
generated content, testing is required
to ensure that all data formats are
processed correctly before going into
production.
Monitor and create a feedback
loop. Once released, the work is

not done. Source content changes
over time. Terms change, locations
change, patterns change and continuous quality assurance is required to
monitor quality. Ensure that there is
a proper feedback loop. Often translation quality will improve quickly
from an initial engine and workflow
release as issues are found when
volume production data is processed.
The issues found will be addressed
and the engines will be retrained.
While efforts are largely front-loaded,
over time the required efforts will be
reduced as the system matures.
An increasing number of use
cases require and are enabled only
by machine-based solutions and are
very feasible. But like all complex IT
projects, solid analysis and planning
are key to success. M]
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Multilingual technologies
soar in travel and hospitality

Libor Safar
Libor Safar is marketing director at Moravia. He has
over 20 years' experience in the localization industry.

T

he international nature of travel and hospitality just might make it the “ultimate” localization
industry. Either way, it’s one of the most fiercely
competitive spaces in the world of eCommerce
because a staggering number and variety of parties sell the same products for similar — or even
identical — prices. In their quest to win and serve
the same customers, traditional and online travel
agencies, bed banks, hotel aggregators, metasearch

sites and other intermediaries collaborate (but also
compete) with hoteliers, hotel operators, airlines,
online marketplaces and countless other providers
and operators in the hospitality space.
In such a competitive environment, advantages other
than price can make a significant difference in performance
and sales, which is one of the reasons why we see so much
innovation and so many initiatives in a space whose sole
purpose is to attract travelers. There are new ways of using
emerging technologies and multilingual content to gain a
April/May 2017
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competitive advantage in the hospitality business-to-consumer sales
channel — and in many others, too.

Attracting travelers
goes beyond SEO
Selling hotels and travel has always
been one of the most cross-border,
cross-language businesses in the
retail space. Travelers come from
anywhere and can go anywhere,
literally. So to reach their customers,
travel and hospitality brands need to
make effective use of search engines
internationally, not just locally.
It’s a maxim that a website with
relevant, original content in one local
language should lead to a healthy
search ranking and therefore deliver
traffic and bookings in the domestic
market. But it will not help get business from other territories. This
is where high-quality localization
steps in to optimize organic search
for foreign target markets by giving
content the credibility and authority
that search engines demand in their
complex ranking algorithms.
It’s perhaps worth noting that
global search engine optimization
(SEO) is not based around languages.
Google’s search offering is too local
these days for that sort of broadbrush approach. Instead, localization
should be thought of in country —
and even better, regional — terms; a
site’s search ranking in South American countries will not be helped
much by European Spanish content,
for example.
But communication preferences
are changing rapidly, and the general
trend is away from the web, toward
social media, apps and especially
messaging apps. Normally only big
brands can rely on the success of their
standalone apps, which are great for
regular users and travelers; however,
there are only a limited number of
apps that everyone uses on a regular
basis, and brand-specific apps are not
normally among them.
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Skyscanner's Facebook Messenger bot
in action.

Travel and hospitality companies
thrive on the heavy use of social
media and especially globally popular
messaging platforms. The communication is shifting from public interfaces, such as Facebook walls and
Twitter, to messaging platforms that
enable private, real-time communication. On Facebook alone, the number of private messages is now five
times the volume of wall posts. This
is a giant private-messaging iceberg
of social customer care underneath
brand walls, hidden from the public.
Private messages also have a higher
response rate, and the conversations
there are on the average longer than
those on walls. Messaging apps such
as Facebook Messenger, WeChat,
KakaoTalk and WhatsApp increas-

ingly find commercial use, and not
just in travel and hospitality. The
mobile-first approach is giving way
to mobile-only, and social media are
increasingly the actual entry point for
new customers or customer interactions rather than the web.
Booking.com is a good example
of this trend. Its communication
services enable direct multilingual
communication between travelers
and hotels. Travelers can ask hosts
questions directly from within their
Booking.com accounts online or via
their app. A chat can also be initiated
by hosts, with notification sent to the
traveler’s phone, triggering a conversation within the Booking.com messaging service.
This complements chat options
provided by, say, Facebook Messenger, and enables communication
between Booking.com and travelers,
but not with hotels. The beauty of
this solution is that Booking.com
offers direct communication between
travelers and accommodation providers, while strengthening its role of
a large-scale intermediary.
Booking.com takes this one step
further with its Booking Messages
interface, which directly supports multilingual communication
between customers and accommodation providers. It offers automatically
pre-translated templates for certain
frequent requests in over 40 languages, with a range of responses to
choose from. This includes inquiries
about check-in and check-out times,
parking, and so on, all in real time,
with complete translation support
for open-text conversations directly
in the app as the next step. So, if you
expect to check in later, or are not
quite sure your pet is allowed and
don’t speak the same language as
the hotel staff, you can agree on the
details using these templates.
Integrating artificial intelligence
into online search and booking
platforms is one of the main trends

Focus

The Booking Messages interface features automatically pre-translated templates for certain predefined requests.

in travel and hospitality these days.
Even where travel and hospitality
companies choose to develop their
own communication interfaces,
massively popular messaging apps
such as Facebook Messenger, with
its more than one billion monthly
active users, or the workplace-chat
app Slack, are part of the communication mix, especially after Facebook
enabled official business accounts in
April 2016. It’s simply where travelers are.
One added benefit of these messaging interfaces is their ability to
readily link bots and create chatbots for
automating communication through
conversation. These travel bots deploy
artificial intelligence and use instant
messaging as their application interface.
It’s still an emerging solution and
communicating with such travel
chatbots often leaves much to be
desired. Complex interactions are
still better handled outside chat contexts (in a web browser, for example).
But travel bots are getting smarter
and quickly growing from experiments into essential communication

channels for engaging travelers.
Companies such as CheapFlights,
Expedia, KAYAK or Skyskanner
launched their own bots that can be
used to search for and book hotels or
flights—and even give recommendations about destinations.
Given this early stage of adoption,
most travel bots are currently fluent
only in English, but other languages
are being added. The Dutch carrier
KLM is an example of a company that
has gone quickly multilingual with its
messaging platform. Currently it can
operate in some 13 languages and is
supported by a multilingual team that
operates 24/7 across a wide range of
social media platforms.
In this sense, the casual medium
of messaging allows increased context and connection. It provides the
opportunity to integrate elements of
automation to easily provide reminders and travel updates to travelers on
the go. It can send reminders about
when check-in opens, send your
boarding pass, or provide flight-status updates. It is also integrating with
other functions such as payment, so

as much as possible can be achieved
within the app, rather than sending
travelers to a website or to other app
solutions.
KLM’s approach is to build a
communication interface that mixes
human interaction with AI-powered
automation to offer much more accuracy, personalization and ease of use
than travel bots can currently achieve.
One of the goals of deploying
multilingual chatbots is to dramatically reduce response times from an
hour (or hours) to an almost instantaneous message when it’s needed. If
your plane is taking off in 30 minutes,
there is no time to lose waiting for an
answer.
It will not be too long before every
step in a customer’s journey can
be mapped out in a conversational
thread — from their first research
on the destination, to prebooking,
to booking and eventually their stay.
In many ways, this is where Chinese
platforms such as WeChat are currently ahead. Travelers can manage all
their interactions — from discovery
to booking to payment — within this
April/May 2017
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Is voice search the future of online travel? Let’s ask Alexa.

closed environment, effectively skipping the traditional web completely.
Voice-based interfaces are beginning to see some traction, although
their actual application still lags
behind message-based interfaces.
Most voice interfaces today are built
into devices at the operating-system
level, such as Amazon Alexa, Apple
Siri and Microsoft Cortana. They
rely on natural language processing
to understand a person’s words and
intention to actually provide a relevant response.
Expedia.com is perhaps at the
forefront of this trend, and has
launched a travel updates skill for the
Amazon Alexa service. This Expedia
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skill gives travelers the ability to
interact with Alexa-enabled devices
(such as the Amazon Echo and Echo
Dot) via voice to get travel updates
and hear details on upcoming trips
purchased on Expedia.com. It also
allows the ability to ask for specifics
regarding hotel bookings and flight
status, booking their car rental and
so on. This skill is currently available
in English only, but is set to embrace
other languages in line with the
gradual international roll-out of the
Amazon Alexa service.
But Expedia is not alone. Currently,
there are some 150 travel and transportation skills available on Alexa,
including for KAYAK, which allows

you to use your voice to track and
research flights, hotels and rental cars.

Conversions to action
Paying for a holiday or hotel stay is
often the biggest leisure expenditure
consumers will make during the year.
It’s what they dream of and save for.
At the same time, travel products are
almost uniquely difficult to sample in
advance; consumers can’t visit a shop
or showroom to feel what’s offered, nor
see them on the street. These factors
combine to put a huge onus on content
to ensure that consumers know and feel
comfortable with what they’re buying.
Localization plays an important
role in building this consumer trust.

Focus
Good-quality localized content lends
authority to the site and the travel
products it sells. Errors or poorly
presented content introduce doubt
in the consumer’s mind. If this isn’t
right, what else about this service is
poorly designed? Can I trust the facts
contained in this description?
This is another area where new
technologies are stepping in to help
immerse travelers in the virtual reality of a given space or service. Virtual
reality offers new opportunities for
brick and mortar agencies to inspire
travelers and make a wide range
of locations and experiences feel
authentic before actual purchase. Just
imagine touring your hotel before
making an actual booking, and having the opportunity to chat real-time
with a virtual reality concierge who
would show you around.
But the use of virtual and augmented reality is still something for
the future. Most applications in travel
and hospitality are still experiments,
and in the absence of any “killer app”
or a widely-adopted platform in this
space, VR and AR still have a long
way to go.
In general terms, the farther a
visitor travels to reach a destination,
the longer they will stay. Attracting
more foreign travelers can therefore
become a key strategy aimed at
increasing average length of stay, and
in turn improving average booking
values and margin. And one of the
most fundamental means to reach
consumers from further afield is
through the use of localization on
digital sales channels.
In addition to longer stays, foreign travelers are also more likely to
add extra services to their booking;
anything from car hire and airport
shuttles to meals in the hotel restaurant and in-destination activities.
As many hoteliers are finding, these
ancillary revenues can make the difference between earning a profit or
a loss. Changing the profile of the

booker to one more likely to spend
extra through the intelligent use of
localized experience is sure to have
a positive impact on any travel provider’s bottom line (notably the total
revenue per available room metric,
TRevPAR, for hotels).
Once the consumer has booked,
traveled and returned home, there
is one huge challenge remaining to
eCommerce channels — keeping the
consumer engaged with the brand.
It’s no surprise that engagement with
travel and hospitality brands drops
off significantly when the consumer
checks out. Travel simply isn’t a
frequent activity for most people,
no matter how much the consumer
enjoys it.
These days, the task of keeping a
brand experience fresh in consumers’ minds, so they might choose
that brand again in six months or a
year’s time, falls increasingly to social
media. It is here that the conversation
can continue. And conversation is
just that — it needs to take place in
the familiar, colloquial, friendly language of the social network to have

any impact at all. Intelligent localization, combined with opportunities
for travelers to share their experience in an environment they can
comfortably navigate, is the means
to making the conversation relevant
across borders. This can be measured
by the traffic directed to the booking
channels from social media users in
different territories.
All such conversation is made so
much easier when communication
with travelers is opened via a messaging platform early in the planning
process. This enables businesses to
initiate post-booking engagement
directly with the traveler.
Travel and hospitality has evolved
enormously over the past 20 years.
Powered by big data and supported
by the recent advances in natural language processing, artificial intelligence
and a host of other technologies, this
industry is entering a new phase of
transformation that will affect the
whole customer journey. Whatever
the form and shape, it is safe to assume
one thing: the destination will continue
being multilingual. M]
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The language of
tourism in Fiji

Anna Maya Tomala is an independent industry expert with
linguistics and American studies degrees. She has been
acting as a translator, reviewer and localization analyst.
Currently she is researching Austronesian languages.

If you haven't picked your next holiday desti-

nation, Fiji would definitely crop up in a browser
search of the top tropical spots for vacations, wedding and honeymoon dream offers and last minute
deals for romantic getaways. Picture hammocks
swaying in the breeze, friendly Fijian smiles and
wild jungles ending where bright beaches begin.
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Images of wide sand beaches and waving coconut palms,
crystal waters, underwater wonders and surf breaks are just
some of the reasons approximately 800,000 tourists choose
to visit the islands every year, many arriving on various sailing vessels and cruise ships.
With only 100 occupied islands out of an archipelago
of 300, it’s fairly easy to find a piece of untouched natural
beauty. Palm-fringed beaches and the striking azure lagoon

Focus
entice divers, swimmers and snorkelers. The world-class surf break and
prime kite-surfing locations appeal
to the most demanding water-sports
buffs and on the land, rainforests
and volcanic craters offer outdoor
activities.
Fiji tourist brochures and flyers
feed us with photos of the paradise
islands' inhabitants dressed in coconut leaves performing traditional
dances. Smiling women with hibiscus
flowers in their hair seem to be the
ultimate image of the Pacific exotics.
And the omnipresent “Bula! Bula!” is
a nice all-purpose word that you can
just roll out on any occasion.

Language of tourism
To lure potential customers to buy
a holiday away from home to an exotic
and far-flung locale such as Fiji, most
marketers incorporate certain semantic and pragmatic features into their
promotional material. The language
of tourism is a powerful tool. Through
pictures, brochures and other media,
marketers attempt to seduce millions
of people into becoming tourists.
Tourists in turn contribute further to
this language through the communication of their experiences. Tourists’
firsthand accounts form a contribution
to the formation of tourism discourse
and, as a result, to tourism marketing
relevant for both sides of the sector:
the tourism providers and receivers.
Tourism discourse is maintained
via numerous online blogs and sites
dedicated to booking, planning,
advising and feedback sharing. The
tourist machine generates various
traveling experience offers including
cooking courses, sustainable tourism,
spirituality opportunities, shamanistic encounters and volunteering
programs, each tailored to customer
demand and nicely wrapped in package tour deals.
The tourism industry has become
one of the most important businesses
throughout the world and it employs

Fijian girl in the doorway of a Methodist church. "Authentic" experiences such as
visiting traditional villages appeal to certain kinds of tourists.

millions of agents who take part in
its formation while interacting in the
myriad of communicative traveling
related situations. People, culture,
landscape, history, traditions and
other social and natural entities have
been offered and chosen, experienced
and used, and at the same time talked
and written about. The language
used in tourism is a specific kind of
language, fulfilling multiple functions that correspond to the specific
position of tourism in the current
society. According to Graham Dann's
studies published in 1996 in The
language of tourism: a sociolinguistic
perspective, “the language of tourism,
through applying static and moving
pictures, written texts and audiovisuals, attempts to persuade, lure, woo
and seduce millions of recipients
of their messages and convert them
from potential into actual clients.”
Languages propagate messages, and
applied in the tourism industry as

an agent of promotion, together with
the accounts of its practitioners and
clients, evolve into a much larger
form of social tool.
There are four major theoretical
perspectives on tourism and sociolinguistics and some key features
are reflected in many tourism promotional materials. Sociological
research collected by Magdaléna
Rázusová in her paper “The Language of Tourism” suggests that the
main fuels of tourism are searches
for authenticity, strangerhood and
recreation. Authenticity is the most
common motivation among tourists,
who want to experience something
original, real, true or native. The
rhetoric of tourism is full of allusions
to authenticity and the relationship
between tourists and what they see.
The strangerhood perspective notes
that one motivation for traveling is the
search for new experiences. A constant
call for something new and exotic is
April/May 2017
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Images promising the possibility of adventure sports appeal to another segment of the tourist audience.

reflected in the language of tourism,
mainly in the description of places
and people referring to the untouched
and unspoiled, newly discovered and
almost unknown, which contributes to
the image of uniqueness and strangeness of the offered destination.
This perspective treats tourism
as a game and provides tourists with
special experiences, which do not
often match cultural and natural
conditions of the visited place. As a
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result, holiday resorts compete in
providing a variety of recreational
activities, turning them essentially
into theme parks.
The language used in tourism
reflects its multiple functions and its
role in current society. It is meant to
capture attention, maintain interest,
create desire and induce action. While
giving the impression of providing
unrestricted freedom, tourism language seeks to control its clients, their

attitudes and behavioral patterns. It
gives the readers unlimited opportunity for communicative situations
exchanging references and advice.
The applied language often refers to
timelessness and magic to emphasize
the gap between people's ordinary lives
versus the temporary magical illusion
a holiday destination provides where
“paradise awaits you” and time stops.
The language must be especially
creative to engage today’s travelers. As

Focus
the lives of average tourist consumers
become more hectic and stressful, the
value of their time increases. These
average overworked consumers who
have the money but not the time,
are looking for the ultimate holiday
experience.
Dann's book divides tourists into
the following categories depending
on their holidaymaking drive:
Romanticism, Regression, Rebirth
Some are looking for a romantic
escape from reality in a quest for
nature, wild and savage. Others wish
to return to the tranquil realm of
childhood or to become a new person by discovering a new opportunity
for personal growth.
Happiness, Hedonism and
Heliocentrism
This is the pursuit of happiness
and an escape from routine. The
focus is on indulgence while enjoying
the everlasting sunshine.
Fun, Fantasy and Fairy tales
This one is self-explanatory: it
includes fun and entertainment as
well as fantasy and fairy tales.
Sea, Sex, Socialization
The Ss of tourism are often used
to refer or allude to beach holidays
and sex-related activities at seaside
destinations.
Dann's research also suggests that
the tourism search for authenticity,
strangerhood and play might conflict
with what is really authentic and
valuable. For the sake of tourism,
the real life of the “others” is largely
manipulated and commercialized.
Also, according to Rázusová, “despite
the call for novelty, many people cannot cope with a foreign culture and
prefer organized package tours that
protect them from the unknown.” In
the quest to provide customers with
unique, unforgettable experiences,
new tourist attractions are created
that often contradict the real past
and present of the visited areas. As
a result, we get spectacles by locals
dressed in coconut leaf costumes

who’ve taken off their sneakers and
surf shorts just seconds before the
gig, which may or may not resemble
any type of traditional dance.

Ecotourism
Another important sector of the
industry is devoted to the idea of ecology, sustainability and responsible
tourism for a visitor who seeks a less
conventional offer and is interested
in having a hands-on-experience in
more remote areas. To tailor to the
industry needs, the language appeals
to the primeval and virgin associations resuscitating the connection
with the untouched paradise and it
successfully attracts masses.
Fiji, with tourism as its largest
industry, adapts to these changes and
heavily promotes the idea of ecotourism with various initiatives supporting growth in a sustainable way. The
government of Fiji issued a statement
in support of sustainable tourism
to enhance visitor exposure to and
awareness of the ecology of Fiji's
unique natural attractions. This type
of tourism is claimed to stimulate
secondary tourism, is of particular
benefit to remote regions, and offers
particular opportunities for indigenous Fijians to become involved in
the tourist industry and at the same
time promote cultural heritage. As
a joint effort to keep tourism sustainable but still profitable, marine
protected areas, reserved forests and
conservation zones are created in
cooperation with local communities.
They work together to restrict fishing
and diving and to preserve their land
and resources. By protecting these
areas the villages are also protecting
their livelihoods by keeping fishing
sustainable and plentiful and providing more tourism related jobs.
There is a better chance of limiting
the environmental consequences of
tourism by promoting eco-resorts and
keeping business local. Unfortunately
some travel marketers take advantage
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of the ecotourism concept, mixing
together nature tours, adventure
travel, safaris and visits to traditional
villages. The term and the notion of
ecologically beneficial travel have
been widely abused. In many instances
ecotourism is little more than a buzzword used to attract tourists. In some
heavily exploited tourism hotspots,
sustainability never seems to be a
priority over monetary gains. Villages
lose their identity and privacy with
over-saturation of tourists flocking
to them, to the extent that they better resemble a film set than genuine
homes. On the other hand, in Fiji there
are also some of the best examples of
sustainable tourism business models
that put the welfare of the locals and
their environment before financial
benefits, and seek to educate their visitors on the merits of sustainability.

The Fijian mix
Fiji stands out from other Pacific
islands due to its distinctive cultural
blend — a mix of “strangerhood.”
Fijian towns bustle with their unique
atmosphere, Indian food stalls and
traditional clothing stores. The typical Bollywood rhythm played loudly
in the streets makes your heart beat
faster. Markets are flooded with vegetables and fruit typical for tropics
that eventually have been adapted by
different types of culinary arts. The
clash of diverse cultural influences is
traced in local cuisine where Indian
curries and roti as well as Chinese
chop suey have become common elements of the Fijian menu.
Fiji, like most of the Pacific islands,
lives with the legacies of more than
a century of colonial rule that is
responsible for the political and cultural status quo.
Indigenous Fijians, the native
inhabitants of Fiji, are a mixture of
Polynesian and Melanesian peoples
who migrated to the South Pacific
over time. As a result of tribal warfare
among the native Fijian confedera-
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cies, Fiji was ceded unconstitutionally to Great Britain until 1970 when
Fiji was granted independence with
dominion status in the British Commonwealth. The pattern of colonization in the nineteenth century
was similar to that in other British
possessions: the pacification of the
countryside, the spread of plantation
agriculture and the introduction of
Indian indentured labor.
The Fijian Indian population is
of Indian laborer descent, people
brought to the Fiji Islands from
northern parts of India by the British
colonial government from 1879 to
1916 to work on sugar cane and other
plantations. The forgotten story of
India's colonial slave workers who
began leaving home 180 years ago
describes the girmityas of Fiji as a
diverse group encompassing a wide
range of home districts, family structures and castes. Some came from as
far away as Kabul, Ladakh and Tibet,
but the large majority were from the
erstwhile United Provinces, today’s
Uttar Pradesh and Uttarakhand as
well as Bihar, North-West Frontier
and South India, such as Andhra
Pradesh and Tamil Nadu. After five
years of work they were given the
choice of returning to India, but the
great majority opted to stay because
they could not afford to return. The
indentured labor structure has had
a considerable influence on subsequent generations in Fiji, reshaping
the rigidities of India's caste system
as people of different castes lived,
worked and ate together and entered
into marriages outside their caste.
This led to the development of a
new koiné language known as Fiji
Hindi, as studied by Jeff Siegel in
“Koines and koineization.” A koiné
language is formed as the result of
contact between two or more mutually intelligible varieties (dialects) of
the same language. Since Indo-Fijians
have come from different parts of
India, they have developed their own

language, mainly stemming from the
Indian dialects of Uttar Pradesh and
Bihar. Over time, an Eastern Hindi
variant developed in Fiji, combining elements of the Hindi languages
spoken in these areas with native
Fijian, Urdu, Arabic, English and
Tamil words. Fiji Hindi therefore
diverged significantly from the Hindi
languages of the Indian subcontinent.
This was further enriched by the
inclusion of many Fijian and English
words. A large number of words
unique to Fiji Hindi have been created
to adjust to the new environment.
First-generation Indians in Fiji refer
to it as Fiji Baat, or Fiji talk, described
by A.J. Schutz, in his Say it in Fijian,
An entertaining introduction to the
language of Fiji. The language is now
the mother tongue of majority Fiji
Indians and is the lingua franca of
not only all Fiji Indians but also of all
the Fijian communities where ethnic
Indians are in a majority.
Indian children born in Fiji
become multilingual by learning
the two official national languages:
English and Fijian, and on top of Fiji
Hindi they likely speak either Urdu or
one of many other Indian languages.
Fiji's diverse, multiracial and
multilingual circumstance and Asian
influences cannot be confined to the
tourist brochures. It has also proved
to be challenging for social and political stability resulting in several coups
d'état beginning in 1987, primarily
against Indo-Fijians. The vibrant life
of the Pacific nation provides many
opportunities to interact. There are
innumerable ways to explore the
beauty of the Fijian islands and to
experience cultural diversity while also
contributing to the wellbeing of the
inhabitants. Responsible tourism and
local engagement enable us to reach
traditional communities and support
their development in a sustainable way
while also respecting local beliefs and
customs without disturbing the natural life rhythm. M]
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Lifestyle: Tourist
Citizenship: Global
Community interpreters at
the cusp of a postmodern world

Illustration copyright Tianyi Zhang. Zhang is a translator, writer and
illustrator who lives in Vancouver with her son and partner.

Angela Sasso is director of Shifting Pictures. A veteran
trainer, researcher and manager in community interpreting
and intercultural competence, she is currently president of
Critical Link International and a member of the International
and Canadian Advisory Committees to ISO/TC 3.

Angela Sasso
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If you are a Punjabi/English community,

liaison or public service interpreter living in
Lucerne, Switzerland, you might consider moving to Vancouver, Canada, to improve your job
opportunities. And if that does not work out, you
might consider living in Toronto, Canada, or any
number of other cities where there is a significant
population that speaks Punjabi as a minority language. Community interpreting, “bidirectional
interpreting that takes place in communicative
settings among speakers of different languages
for the purpose of accessing community services,”
(ISO13611) is an ebb and flow occupation that
tends to parallel global immigration and refugee
migration trends. This means that a community
interpreter can experience both an economic
drought and a fiscal feast.

So what if interpreters, instead of waiting for markets to
come to them, went to their markets? Or as Silver Keskküla
says, “change your coordinates and you might just find yourself out of an employment dislocation situation.” Keskküla is
one of the founders of Teleport, a young tech startup that
aims to ease the pain of relocating to a new city, into a new
job and a new social network; a pain that Keskküla and
his cofounders had experienced six times before Teleport
was born in 2013. Keskküla says, “most people that [move
frequently] keep doing it because they see the upside. So
we decided to start building software to help people move.”
While being a language professional holds a promise of a
life of travel, it can also allow you to turn that life of travel
into a lifestyle. In a postmodern world, professionals live
episodically rather than in a fixed state — “to keep the game
short” means fitting into a postmodern world where the
job-for-life no longer exists. You need to keep moving. And
in moving, professionals grow their international networks
of contacts, employment opportunities and their profile.

2016 Global Citizenship poll conducted by GlobeScan for the BBC. Responses were to the statement "I see myself more as a global
citizen than a citizen of my country." The white space in the chart represents "Depends, neither agree nor disagree," and "Don't know."
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Of course, technology supports
interpreting through phone and
video platforms, but onsite, face-toface interpreting is still the preference when it comes to community or
public service interpreting, especially
in those sectors highest in need —
health care and social services. While
unemployment is simply a matter of
being in the wrong place at the wrong
time, the increased mobility of people
to countries outside of the traditional
immigrant-receiving countries such
as Canada, Australia and the United
States affords interpreters even more
opportunities for travel. But moving
and relocating can be hard and painful. That’s where Teleport comes in,
by removing the friction and pain
involved in relocating and adjusting to a new city; professionals can
adopt the tourist-like lifestyle of the
global citizen. Go to the Teleport site,
plug in your criteria and see what
countries meet your needs. You can
then connect to a network of Teleport members who are there to help,
answer questions and generally ease
your transition.
While Teleport does not currently
list any of the language industry categories as an employment option, it
has a vast array of options that one
can review. And they are committed
to meeting needs. “We're not done
and language skills are a natural fit
for the Teleport community. That
list has already grown and we will
continue our efforts to include the
broadest range of careers possible.
Give us some time to get it right,” I
was told by Jeff from the Teleport
customer service office when I asked
about adding interpreter and translator as occupations.

fixation and keep the options open.”
Keeping the options open is the
essence of the entrepreneurial soul
and, as solopreneurs, community
interpreters need to think in terms
of economic units, cities of possibilities and teleporting to work. The
new conceptualization of identity is
one in which identity is considered
a costume change, discarded and
replaced as needed. This new identity paradigm moves outside of arbitrary lines drawn to enclose a group
within a false border and suits the
new global mobility. Keskküla comments that “a country is an artificial
group of people — because you do
not interact with all of them, just a
select group, maybe those you are
closest to physically, so you can ask
‘which artificial group do you want
to take your identity from?’”

But how connected are community
interpreters to their linguistic and cultural identities? How would a renegotiation of that identity affect their work, or
would it? Homi K. Bhabha’s 2012 The
Location of Culture portrays identity as
complex, connected to political histories and agency. National identity has
been described as a discursive process
that engages all parties, and is not fixated in a historical past, but rather is a
negotiated performance that produces
a definition. How critical is a national
identity to a community interpreter?
As a Canadian, I have always been
very comfortable with an ambiguous characterization of culture or
cultural identity. After all, as Marshall
McLuhan once stated, “Canada is the
only country in the world that knows
how to live without an identity.” I am
a citizen of a country that defines its
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Interpreting, language
and identity
As Zygmunt Bauman stated in
the 1996 Questions of Cultural
Identity, the “postmodern ‘problem
of identity’ is primarily how to avoid
April/May 2017
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identity as, to further quote McLuhan,
“a culture that is many cultures, many
stories, in a place that stretches across
a continent and is richly occupied”
and have always welcomed the narrative exchanges of travelers that had
either chosen Canada as a destination
or that had somehow found their way
here and were just passing through.
These stories of migration and changing identities are neither a foreign nor
a disagreeable concept. In fact, I often
wondered if indeed my immigrant
status itself directly contributes to
my comfort with fluid boundaries
of national identity. And while the
world is experiencing an increase in
protectionist policies and xenophobic
protests in many nations, it is countries like Canada that are experiencing
an economic boom due to increased
migration.
In a recent post promoting a business case for migration, the World Economic Forum supported the opinion
that migration stimulates economic
growth and innovation in business: “In
the short term migration may cost; in
the long term it will pay dividends.” Not
only does migration benefit the countries receiving newcomers, but also the
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newcomers themselves, and the countries and families left behind. In fact, as
stated by the World Economic Forum,
“migration can generate significant
economic gains for migrants, origin
countries, and destination countries —
but migration also can have important
political and social consequences.”
Migration then becomes the weaver
of an international web of connected
economies, individuals and identities.
Whatever your position, if you want
to win the game, you need to be quick
on your feet — as the World Economic
Forum report on World Economic
Trends to Look Out For in 2016 states,
“the global war for talent will intensify.”
In the 1980s I worked with a Turkish interpreter who had lived outside
of Turkey for many years well before
the turmoil of the early 1980s. She
had traveled from Turkey to Italy,
where she lived for a period, and then
on to Germany. From Germany she
immigrated to Canada. Not only was
she a member of the Turkish diaspora
pre-coup, she was also a lesbian, a
single mom, completely eccentric in
dress and attitude and intellectually
brilliant. She fit no preconceived
scripted identity and therefore clients

were unable to position her within an
identity that they could understand.
Ultimately, she was the best Turkish
interpreter we had due to the very
fact that she had no identity within
the Turkish community. She was an
invisible, culturally and linguistically
connected conduit that was both
present and not — it is the role community interpreters endeavor to realize. So, perhaps a little loss of national
identity, a frequent change of city and
connection to a migratory diaspora is
exactly what community interpreters
should attempt. And, in the meantime, they get to see the world while
finding an employment location.
I asked Keskküla how he identifies culturally, and he tells me that
he has lived in nine countries, “so
the lines for me are blurrier than for
most people that stay in one place. I
easily identify myself as an Estonian,
because that is where I spent most of
my life, my childhood, and that has
shaped who I am more than any other
place, yet I do see that there is a big
trend toward nationality being less
and less of a thing.” Will allegiance to
a place no longer exist? “Borders are a
random coincidence of conflicts and

Focus
political histories. The coincidence of
being born someplace doesn’t mean
you owe anything to that place.”

Mobility, the new world
order and the global citizen
A 2016 GlobeScan poll conducted
for the BBC found that “among all
18 countries where this question was
asked in 2016, the poll suggests more
than half (51%) see themselves more
as global citizens than citizens of
their country, against 43 percent who
identify nationally.”
What does a world of global citizens look like? From within a crisis
of change we are typically unable to
describe the new concept with the
old words, but that does not stop the
evolution toward a different way of
being. “Globalization provides the
context for just such a crisis since it
has increased the range of sources
and resources available for identity
construction,” according to Chris
Barker and Emma A. Jane in their
2016 Cultural Studies. For community interpreters this evolution
may provide them with the agency
of which they have been deprived.
“A world in which every government
is having to compete for citizens” is
the vision of Teleport — a complete
reversal of the current state where
citizens have to vie for place and
entry. Instead citizens, or residents,
can vote with their feet and the economic units they represent.
Keskküla tells me that both he and
his cofounder, Sten Tamkivi, “were
born in Estonia, which was occupied
by the Soviet Union at the time. If
our choices in life were defined by
[the birth] coincidence, it would
have been quite sad.” Born on a small
island that was closed off from the
mainland, for people to either come
or leave the island required a permit.
During Keskküla's lifetime, this has
completely changed: “now I can walk
without going through any customs
from Estonia to the end of Spain —

just a step away from Africa,” and the
change is quite remarkable indeed.
But Keskküla believes that the competing units will not be countries,
but cities or distilled even further,
economic zones within those cities.
“Cities will want to have more control
over their growth and their attractiveness.” Attractiveness as a city will
be where resources and programs are
linguistically accessible, and service
provided by professional interpreters
is a strong economic feature.
Keskküla sees a future where “cities will lose the tax dollars because
people will vote with their feet.”
In this new world people can shift
political landscapes rather than
politics defining identities. Community interpreting has always been
a challenge to put on the political
agenda as in many cases it is seen
as an expense rather than a benefit.
Mobility and connection can aid in
increasing the professional profile
of the interpreter. Keskküla says that
there is no one typical profession or
geographic location in the Teleport
demographics, although the lifestyle
is well suited to those in the IT sector, “We are seeing everybody — we
are seeing many different types of
professions including nurses, bankers and architects. All types of people
want to move and there are different
demands. The biggest group is definitely North Americans — probably
about 30% to 40% — but the rest of
world is represented as well. Which
is an interesting problem in the sense
that there is no clear winning corridor, winning scenario or winning
city. Every place in the world has
people who want to move, who want
to discover the world.”
This mobility and new world field
of practice may just be the frame
that better fits community or public
service interpreters — a world of
mobility resulting in infinite opportunities to be both the migrant and
the tourist. M]

Travel Showcase

Your reliable, responsive
and trustworthy partner
for Albanian, Bosnian, Bulgarian, Croatian,
Czech, Estonian, Hungarian, Latvian, Lithuanian,
Macedonian, Polish, Romanian, Russian, Serbian,
Slovak, Slovenian, Ukrainian
for Life Sciences, Legal, Technical, IT, Automotive
in SDL Studio , memoQ, Across, XTM, Memsource
and more
for 25 years
in compliance with ISO9001:2008 and
EN15038:2006

BiroTranslations
Ljubljana, Slovenia
www.birotranslations.com
biro2000@biro2000.com

Service From Our Heart
Dr.Localize is a SEAlization company. We focus
on localization and language services for South
East Asia locales. Languages include Vietnamese,
Indonesian, Thai, Malay, Tagalog/Filipino, Khmer
(Cambodian), Lao and Burmese.

Dr.Localize provides TEP, DTP, testing, subtitling,
voiceover, post editing of MT, third party review
and independence auditing.
Dr.Localize deploys our own management
system TPMS and applies smart workflow of
ISO 9001:2015 and 17100 to meet our clients'
expectations.

Dr.Localize Communication
Bridge Co. Ltd
Hanoi, Vietnam
sales@drlocalize.com
http://drlocalize.com
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desktop to internet to enterprise servers. To help
organizations enhance multilingual communication and increase productivity, SYSTRAN delivers
real-time language solutions for internal collaboration, search, eDiscovery, content management, online customer support and eCommerce along with
automatic speech recognition and optical character recognition. SYSTRAN is the leading choice of
global companies, defense and security organizations, and language service providers. SYSTRAN
is the official translation solutions provider for the
S-Translator, a default-embedded app on the Samsung Galaxy S and Note series.
Languages: 130+ language combinations
SYSTRAN Software, Inc., San Diego, CA USA
+1 858 457 1900
Email: craig.stern@systrangroup.com
Web: www.systrangroup.com
Ad on page 11

European Language
Industry Association

Elia is the European not-for-profit association
of language service companies with a mission
to accelerate our members’ business success.
We are committed to creating events and initiatives that are highly relevant to the needs and
interests of language companies with a European business focus, providing wider benefits
to the language industry as a whole. Elia was
founded in 2005 and has since established
itself as the leading trade association for the
language services industry in Europe.
Elia, Brussels, Belgium , +39 345 8307084
Email: info@elia-association.org
Web: www.elia-association.org

CONFERENCES
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companies that buy language services to identify
and deploy optimal localization solutions to fit their
needs. We offer veteran expertise as our clients
navigate the many personnel, process and technology decisions involved in running effective localization operations, whether in-house or through
external localization vendors. LocalizationGuy also
helps language service providers formulate business goals, develop and implement sound business
strategies and launch strategic marketing efforts.
LocalizationGuy is led by a 20-year localization
industry veteran and former chairman of the
Globalization and Localization Association.
LocalizationGuy, LLC Minneapolis, MN USA
612-986-3108
Email: info@localizationguy.com
Web: www.localizationguy.com
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Globalization and
Localization Association

The Globalization and Localization Association
(GALA) is a global, nonprofit trade association for the
language industry. As a membership organization, we
support our member companies and the language
sector by creating communities, championing standards, sharing knowledge and advancing technology.
Globalization and Localization Association
Seattle, WA USA, 206-494-4686
Email: info@gala-global.org
Web: www.gala-global.org

AUTOMATED TRANSLATION

SYSTRAN Software, Inc.

For more than four decades, SYSTRAN has been
the market leader in language/translation products
and solutions, covering all types of platforms from
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LocWorld

LocWorld conferences are dedicated to the language and localization industries. Our constituents
are the people responsible for communicating across
the boundaries of language and culture in the global
marketplace. International product and marketing
managers participate in LocWorld from all sectors
and all geographies to meet language service and
technology providers and to network with their peers.
Hands-on practitioners come to share their knowledge and experience and to learn from others. See our
website for details on upcoming and past conferences.
Localization World, Ltd. Sandpoint, ID USA
208-263-8178
Email: info@locworld.com, Web: http://locworld.com
Ad on page 42

CONSULTING SERVICES
LocalizationGuy, LLC

LocalizationGuy, LLC, is a consultancy serving
buyers and providers of language services. We help

DESKTOP PUBLISHING
Global DTP

Global DTP s.r.o., based in the Czech Republic, offers professional multilingual desktop publishing
and media engineering solutions to the localization industry. Over the past 13 years, Global DTP
has become one of the leading DTP/multimedia
companies. We have been delivering high-quality
and cost-effective services for at least eight of the
top 20 LSPs and many other companies/agencies.
Due to our extensive experience in localization and
knowledge of the prepress, media and publishing
industries, our team of 20 in-house professionals
handles more than 1,000 projects every year. Our
core services are multilingual desktop publishing,
multimedia and eLearning engineering.
Global DTP s.r.o. Brno, Czech Republic
+420 603 574 709
Email: info@global-dtp.com
Web: www.global-dtp.com
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Studio Gambit DTP –
Far Beyond... Words
Multiple Platforms

Studio Gambit is your first stop for sourcing comprehensive, multilingual DTP and multimedia
engineering services. If you are seeking a reliable
and cost-effective partner to sweat the granular, technical detail of your localization projects,
Studio Gambit offers the supreme solution.
Smooth and proactive cooperation with project
managers to support the most challenging tasks
of vanguard LSPs and corporate localization has
been Studio Gambit’s special strength for 20 years.
You can be certain that even your most complex
instructions or style guides will be thoroughly
learned and scrupulously implemented. As you
would expect, all core production processes are
ISO 9001:2008 certified.
Languages: All European (Latin, Greek and Cyrillic
alphabets), most Asian and Middle Eastern
Studio Gambit Sp. z o.o. Gdansk, Poland
+48583453800
Email: gambit@stgambit.com
Web: www.stgambit.com

EDUCATION

Quality Training in
Localization & Global Marketing

The Localization Institute is the leader in educational advancement in the field of localization
— the adaptation of products and services for
international markets. We organize comprehensive, vendor-neutral conferences (LocWorld and
Brand2Global), seminars and round tables where
participants gain insights that help their companies better succeed in international business. In
addition, The Institute has partnered with top
universities and professional associations to develop comprehensive certification programs in
localization project management, quality management, internationalization and global digital
marketing.
The Localization Institute Madison, WI USA
608-826-5001
Email: michele@localizationinstitute.com
Web: www.localizationinstitute.com
Ad on page 31

Across Systems
Multiple Platforms

Across Language Server is a market-leading software platform for all corporate language resources
and translation processes. Within a very short time,
the use of Across can increase the translation quality
and transparency, while reducing the workload and
process costs. The Across translation management
software includes a translation memory, a terminology system, a powerful PM and workflow control
tools. It allows end-to-end processing for a seamless collaboration of clients, LSPs and translators.
Open interfaces enable the direct integration of
third-party solutions like CMS, ERP or others. Customers include Allianz Versicherungs AG, HypoVereinsbank, SMA Solar Technology, ThyssenKrupp and hundreds of other leading companies.
Languages: All
Across Systems GmbH Karlsbad, Germany
49-7248-925-425, Email: info@across.net
Across Systems Inc. Glendale, CA USA
877-922-7677, Email: americas@across.net
Web: www.across.net
Ad on page 37

STAR Group
Multiple Platforms

STAR is a leader in information management,
localization, internationalization and globalization
services and solutions such as GRIPS (Global Real
Time Information Processing Solution), STAR CLM
(Corporate Language Management) including Transit (Translation & Localization), TermStar/WebTerm
(Terminology Management), STAR MT (Corporate
Machine Translation), STAR WebCheck (Online
Translation Reviewing) and MindReader (Authoring
Assistance). With more than 50 offices in 30 countries and a global network of prequalified freelance
translators, STAR provides a unique combination
of information management tools and services required to manage all phases of the product information life cycle.
Languages: All
STAR AG (STAR Group headquarters)
Ramsen, Switzerland, 41-52-742-9200
Email: info@star-group.net
Web: www.star-group.net
STAR Group America, LLC Lyndhurst, OH USA
216-691-7827
Email: lyndhurst@star-group.net
Ad on page 16

LOCALIZATION SERVICES

ADAPT Localization Services

ADAPT Localization Services offers the full range
of services that enable clients to be successful in
international markets, from documentation design through translation, linguistic and technical
localization services, prepress and publication
management. Serving both Fortune 500 and small
companies, ADAPT has gained a reputation for
quality, reliability, technological competence
and a commitment to customer service. Fields of
specialization include diagnostic and medical devices, IT/telecom and web content. With offices
in Bonn, Germany; Stockholm, Sweden; and Barcelona, Spain, and a number of certified partner
companies, ADAPT is well suited to help clients
achieve their goals in any market.
Languages: More than 50
ADAPT Localization Services Bonn, Germany
49-228-98-22-60
Email: adapt@adapt-localization.com
Web: www.adapt-localization.com
Ad on page 32

Alliance Localization China (ALC)

ALC offers document, website and software translation and localization, desktop publishing and interpreter services. We focus on English, German
and other European languages to and from Chinese, Japanese, Korean and other Asian languages.
We use TRADOS, CATALYST, SDLX, Transit,
Wordfast, memoQ and other CAT tools, as well
as DTP tools including CorelDRAW, FrameMaker,
FreeHand, Illustrator, InDesign, PageMaker, Photoshop and QuarkXPress. Our customer-oriented
approach is supported by strong project management, a team of specialists, a large knowledge base
and advanced methodologies. We always provide
service beyond our customers’ expectations at a
low cost and with high quality, speed, dependability and flexibility.
Languages: Major Asian and European languages
Alliance Localization China (ALC) Beijing, China
86-10-8368-2169
Email: contact@allocalization.com
Web: www.allocalization.com
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Total Solutions for Your Business

E4NET is a total localization solutions
provider, specialized in Asian localization
covering all major Asian languages and other
regional tier 3 languages. We have 20+ years of
successful localization production experience
with many major projects for customers such
as Google, Facebook, Microsoft, Oracle, HP, LG
Electronics, Panasonic, IKEA and more. E4NET
specializes in the fields of IT and life science,
but also covers other industries such as patent,
travel, fashion, games, financial, governmental
and automotive. We continuously develop and
apply innovative leading-edge technology such
as MT throughout our production process, and
also provide associated services to maximize
production/service efficiency.
Languages: 60+
E4NET Co., Ltd. Seoul, South Korea
82-2-3465-8500
Email: l10n@e4net.net, Web: www.e4net.net

Precision Matters in Translation

For over 17 years, EC Innovations has specialized
in customized solutions and subject matter expertise to fit almost any budget for most industry
verticals. Originally known as a supplier to suppliers, ECI has quickly become one of the fastest
growing language service providers in the marketplace. Today, EC Innovations has grown into
14 strategically located global offices with 300+
full-time employees offering full localization support into 60+ languages. EC Innovations continues
to build upon its reputation as a customer-centric
organization focused on high-quality standards,
technological creativity and value-added services to
accommodate any type of localization program.
Languages: All
EC Innovations, Inc. Wilmington, DE USA
312-863-1966
Email: info@ecinnovations.com
Web: www.ecinnovations.com

EuroGreek Translations Limited

Established in 1986, EuroGreek Translations Limited is Europe’s number one Greek localizer, specializing in technical and medical translations
from English into Greek and Greek into English.
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EuroGreek’s aim is to provide high-quality, turnkey
solutions, encompassing a whole range of client
needs, from plain translation to desktop/web publishing to localization development and testing.
Over the years, EuroGreek’s services have been extended to cover most subject areas, including German and French into Greek localization services.
All of EuroGreek’s work is produced in-house by
a team of 25 highly qualified specialists and is fully
guaranteed for quality and on-time delivery.
Languages: Greek
EuroGreek Translations Limited
London, United Kingdom; Athens, Greece
30-210-9605-244
Email: production@eurogreek.gr
Web: www.eurogreek.com
Ad on page 41

iDISC Information Technologies

iDISC, established in 1987, is an ISO 9001 and
EN 15038 certified language and software company
based in Barcelona with branches and teams in
Argentina, Mexico, Brazil, Bolivia and Guatemala.
We have dedicated teams for web content, software
localization and translation of technical, business,
automotive, biomedical and marketing documents.
Our software development engineers and translation
teams provide high-quality and on-time production
solutions that are cost-efficient, flexible and scalable.
Languages: Spanish (all variants), Portuguese (all
variants), Catalan, Basque, Galician, Valencian,
K’iche’, Quechua, Aymara, Guarani
iDISC Information Technologies Barcelona, Spain
34-93-778-73-00
Email: info@idisc.es, Web: www.idisc.es

New markets for your
products and solutions

Janus Worldwide

Founded in 1996, Janus Worldwide was built on providing unparalleled customer service and support.
With over 280 employees in 12 global offices, we
are one of the leading language service providers in
Europe. Our in-country, industry specific in-house
and external subject matter experts translate, localize and offer multilingual testing in over 100 different languages. Janus Worldwide is ISO 9001:2008,
ISO 17100:2015 and ISO 13611:2014 compliant,
adding an additional layer of quality control process
that is used on all of our client projects.
Languages: More than 100
Janus Worldwide Vienna, Austria
+43 680 328 26 22
Email: sales@janusww.com
Web: www.janusww.com

Localsoft Localization Services

Localsoft, S.L., is one of the leading localization
companies in Europe. With thousands of localized
projects completed, we offer premium localization
services including translation, proofing, desktop
publishing, subtitling, audio and testing. We take
pride in our work and guarantee the highest quality of service. We specialize in mid- to large-size
projects and set up project teams that match your
specific requirements. Localsoft provides a onestop solution for all of your localization needs.
Rest assured that your projects will be delivered
on time, on budget and with the highest level of
quality and confidentiality.
Languages: 50
Localsoft, S.L. Málaga, Spain
+34 952 028 080
Email: info@localsoft.com
Web: www.localsoft.com
Ad on page 35

Moravia IT, LLC

Moravia is a leading globalization solution provider, enabling companies in the information
technology, eLearning, life sciences, consumer
electronics and telecommunications industries
to enter global markets with high-quality multilingual products. Moravia’s solutions include
localization, product testing, multilingual publishing, technical translation, content creation,
machine translation and workflow consulting.
Adobe®, IBM, Microsoft, Oracle and Toshiba are
among some of the leading companies that depend on Moravia for accurate, on-time and economical localization. With global headquarters in
Brno, Czech Republic, Moravia has local offices
in Europe, the United States, Japan, China and
Latin America. To learn more, please visit us at
www.moravia.com.
Languages: All
Moravia IT, LLC
USA: Thousand Oaks, CA USA, 805-262-0055
Email: info@moravia.com
Web: www.moravia.com
Europe: 420-545-552-222, Email: europe@moravia.com
Ireland: 353-1-709-9822, Email: ireland@moravia.com
Asia: 86-25-8689-6500, Email: asia@moravia.com
Japan: 81-3-3354-3320, Email: japan@moravia.com
Argentina: 54-341-481-2992
Email: argentina@moravia.com
Ad on page 68
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Greek Localization Experts
Since 1983

Founded in 1983, ORCO S.A. is a leading translation and localization provider, certified according
to the EN 15038 and ISO 9001 standards. We specialize in software localization and technical translations into Greek and other languages, in areas such
as IT, telecommunication, life sciences, automotive,
engineering, marketing, financial and EU. With our
experienced in-house team of linguists and project
managers we offer high-quality services. Our client
list includes long-term collaborations with companies such as Abbott, Canon, Cummins, Ford, General
Electric, Google, IBM, Microsoft, Oracle, Sony and
important international institutions such as the EU
(CdT, DGT, European Parliament) and UNHCR.
Languages: Greek
ORCO S.A. Athens, Greece
+30-210-723-6001
Email: info@orco.gr, Web: www.orco.gr

Localization and
Globalization Partner

Saltlux is a language service provider that specializes in supplying Korean, Japanese, S-Chinese, TChinese and other Asian languages. Our services
encompass translation, localization, DTP, MT postediting, planning and writing of technical manuals.
We have extensive experience in medical equipment and pharmaceutical products, cosmetic and
cosmeceutical products, IT, software, electrical, automotive and technical industry, and so on. With 36
years' accumulated know-how, Saltlux will be your
ideal global communication partner. To learn more,
please visit www.saltlux.com.
Languages: Korean, Traditional and Simplified
Chinese, Japanese and other Asian languages, European languages
Saltlux, Inc. Seoul, South Korea
822-379-8444
Email: tcsales@saltlux.com, Web: www.saltlux.com

TOIN Corporation

TOIN has achieved a 50-year track record of excellence by, as our clients say, being consistently “present” to meet their needs. TOIN offers a spectrum of
translation, localization and consulting solutions to
Global 1000 companies across a range of industries
including automotive, IT, telecommunications, life

sciences, eLearning, software, gaming, semiconductors and consumer products. TOIN provides exceptional strength in Asia as well as a global reach, with
offices in Japan, China, Korea, the United States and
the United Kingdom.
Languages: Japanese, Traditional and Simplified
Chinese, Korean, Malay, Thai, Vietnamese and
European languages
TOIN Corporation
Japan: Tokyo, Japan, 81-3-5759-4353
Email: toshihito-hattori@to-in.co.jp, Web: www.to-in.co.jp
North America: Minneapolis, MN USA, 1-612-986-3108
Email: aki-ito@to-in.co.jp, Web: www.to-in.com
Europe: London, United Kingdom, 44-7890-290123
Email: mark-stephenson@to-in.co.jp, Web: www.to-in.com
China: Shanghai, China, 86-21-3222-0012
Email: shen-yi@to-in.co.jp, Web: www.to-in.com

NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS

Protecting Translators and
Interpreters Worldwide

Red T is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization
advocating for the protection of translators and
interpreters in high-risk settings.
Red T
New York, New York USA
+1-212-675-0451
Email: contact@red-t.org
Web: http://red-t.org
Ad on page 12
The following two organizations are not affiliated.

Vistatec

We have been helping some of the world’s most
iconic brands to optimize their global commercial
potential since 1997. Vistatec is one of the world's
most innovative, progressive and successful localization solutions providers. Headquartered in
Dublin, Ireland, with offices in Mountain View,
California, USA. Think Global.
Languages: All
Vistatec
Europe: Dublin, Ireland, 353-1-416 -8000
North America: Mountain View, CA USA
409-898-2364
Email: info@vistatec.com, Web: www.vistatec.com
Ad on page 10

LOCALIZATION TOOLS

The Rosetta Foundation

Access to information is a fundamental and universal human right. It can make the difference
between prosperity and poverty, freedom and
captivity, life and death. The Rosetta Foundation
is a nonprofit organization registered in Ireland
promoting equal access to information and knowledge across the languages of the world. It maintains
the Translation Commons (www.trommons.org)
matching nonprofit translation projects and organizations with the skills and interests of volunteer
translators.
Languages: All
The Rosetta Foundation Dublin, Ireland
+353-86-7851749
Email: info@therosettafoundation.org
Web: www.therosettafoundation.org

VideoLocalize.com
Multiple Platforms

Video localization is complicated. It involves not
only translation processes and graphic engineering,
but also voiceover and audio/video editing as well.
The challenge is how to keep control of the budget
while meeting client expectations. VideoLocalize is
the answer. Videolocalize.com is a cloud based online platform designed for video localization. It is the
brainchild of Boffin Language, an Asian-language
service provider led by cofounder George Zhao.
VideoLocalize’s mission is to make video localization
faster and more cost-effective.
Boffin Language Group Inc. Toronto, Canada
+1 (647) 802 8223
Email: george.zhao@boffin.com
Web: www.videolocalize.com
Ad on page 15

Translation Commons

Translation Commons is concerned with helping
all language professionals to maximize their contribution to the language industry and to achieve
due recognition for their work.
Translation Commons Las Vegas, NV USA
(310) 405-4991
Email: info@translationcommons.org
Web: www.translationcommons.org
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Translators without Borders

Originally founded in 1993 in France as Traducteurs
sans Frontières by Lori Thicke and Ros SmithThomas to link the world's translators to vetted NGOs that focus on health and education,
Translators without Borders (TWB) is a US nonprofit organization that aims to close the language
gaps that hinder critical humanitarian efforts worldwide. TWB recognizes that the effectiveness of any
aid program depends on delivering information in
the language of the affected population.
Languages: 190 language pairs
Translators without Borders CT, USA
Email: info@translatorswithoutborders.org
Web: www.translatorswithoutborders.org

TERMINOLOGY MANAGEMENT

BusinessManager provides a high degree of automation and flexibility for professional language service providers and translation departments. Using
a web-based platform, Plunet integrates translation
software, financial accounting and quality management systems. Various functions and extensions of
Plunet BusinessManager can be adapted to individual
needs within a configurable system. Basic functions
include quote, order and invoice management, comprehensive financial reports, flexible job and workflow management as well as deadline, document and
customer relationship management.
Plunet GmbH Berlin, Germany
+49-(0)30-322-971-340
Email: info@plunet.com
Web: www.plunet.com
Ad on page 39

Wordbee Translator
Web-based

Kaleidoscope

quickTerm manages the entire terminology life cycle.
If you would like to see your SDL MultiTerm terminology used enterprise-wide, Kaleidoscope has the
ideal add-on: quickTerm. With quickTerm, individuals do not need to be terminology-savvy power users
or have their own MultiTerm license to quickly and
easily access terminology. Users can simply search for
terminology from within any application or via a web
browser. This alone significantly raises the level of terminology adherence. Additionally, quickTerm enables
enterprise-wide participation in terminology discovery, approval and revision processes, which further ties
in colleagues in the terminology process.
Languages: German, English
Kaleidoscope GmbH Vienna, Austria
004 31 253 5352
Email: info@kaleidoscope.at
Web: www.kaleidoscope.at
Ad on page 56

TRANSLATION
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Plunet BusinessManager
Multiple Platforms

Plunet develops and markets the business and workflow management software Plunet BusinessManager
— one of the world’s leading management solutions
for the translation and localization industry. Plunet
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Wordbee is the leading choice for enterprises and language service providers that need to save money and
make their company run more efficiently. Wordbee
has the most complete feature set of any cloud solution: project management, portal, business analytics,
reporting, invoicing and a user-friendly translation
editor. Tasks such as project and workflow setup,
job assignment, deadline calculation, multiple phase
kick-offs and cost management can all be automated
in the collaborative translation platform. Also, the
Beebox connects CMSs, DMSs or any propriety
database source with the TMS of the translation
vendor or internal translation team.
Languages: All
Wordbee Soleuvre, Luxembourg
+352 2877 1204
Email: info@wordbee.com
Web: www.wordbee.com

XTM: Better Translation Technology
Multiple Platforms

XTM is a fully featured online CAT tool and translation management system available as a pay-asyou-go SaaS or for installation on your server.
Built for collaboration and ease of use, XTM provides a complete, secure and scalable translation
solution. Implementation of XTM Cloud is quick
and easy, with no installation, hardware costs or
maintenance required. Rapidly create new projects from all common file types using the templates provided and allocate your resources to the
automated workflow. XTM enables you to share
linguistic assets in real time between translators.

Discover XTM today. Sign up for a free 30-day trial
at www.xtm-intl.com/trial.
Languages: All Unicode languages
XTM International Gerrards Cross, United Kingdom
+44-1753-480-469
Email: sales@xtm-intl.com
Web: www.xtm-intl.com
Ad on page 51

TRANSLATION SERVICES

BiroTranslations

Founded in 1992, BiroTranslations specializes in life
science, legal, technical, IT and automotive translations into all East European languages (Albanian,
Bosnian, Bulgarian, Croatian, Czech, Estonian,
Hungarian, Latvian, Lithuanian, Macedonian, Polish, Romanian, Russian, Serbian, Slovak, Slovenian,
Ukrainian). We have a long-term partnership with
the world's top 100 MLVs and many end-clients all
around the globe. With our experienced project managers, extensive network of expert linguists and usage of the latest CAT tool technology, your projects
will be delivered on time, within budget and with the
highest standards of quality. For more information,
please contact Mr. Matic Berginc (details below).
Languages: Eastern European languages
BiroTranslations Ljubljana, Slovenia
+386 590 43 557
Email: biro2000@biro2000.com
Web: www.birotranslations.com
Ads on pages 14, 57

Translation Services Provider in SEE

Ciklopea is one of the leading translation and localization service providers in the region of South East
Europe (SEE) specialized in translation projects, interpreting and localization into the languages of the
South region (Croatian, Slovenian, Serbian, Bosnian,
Macedonian, Montenegrin, Albanian, Bulgarian and
Romanian). Our fields of specialization are manufacturing, consumer products, engineering, industry,
technology, IT, medical, pharmaceutical, health services, life sciences, law, economics, business, finance,
insurance, marketing, PR, communication and tourism. Ciklopea is certified in accordance with ISO
9001: 2008, EN 15038:2006 and ISO 27001:2005.
Languages: More than 25 languages
Ciklopea d.o.o. Zagreb, Croatia
+385-1-3751736
Email: info@ciklopea.com
Web: www.ciklopea.com
Ad on page 33
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Diskusija – Translation
and Localization

Diskusija is a regional LSP specializing in the languages of the Baltic countries and Central, Eastern
and Southeastern European languages. Our core
business is serving other LSPs. If you need translation into any of these languages, we are ready to
help in whatever way suits you best. Your goal to
provide your customers with the best services is our
goal! We always try to be an extension of our client’s
team in order to understand the requirements and
the working style, to find the best solutions together,
and, in other words, to become real partners. If you
are looking for a flexible, adaptable partner, we are
your choice.
Languages: Baltic, Central, Eastern and Southeastern European languages
Diskusija Vilnius, Lithuania
370-5-2790574
Email: diskusija@diskusija.lt
Web: www.diskusija.lt

GlobalWay Co., Ltd.

GlobalWay, a leading localization company in
Korea, provides professional localization and globalization services with exceptional quality and
also offers a wide range of content and document
management services including voiceover, testing
and DTP. We have highly qualified in-house linguists who translate and review a variety of content
with professional knowledge. Our experienced engineers and project managers can help you to get
exactly what you want. GlobalWay and its partners
worldwide are ready to support your growing business and localization tasks. Feel free to contact us
for more information.
Languages: Asian and European
GlobalWay Co., Ltd. Seoul, South Korea
+82-2-3453-4924
Email: sales@globalway.co.kr
Web: www.globalway.co.kr

Asianlization with HansemEUG

With more than 180 trained in-house staff and
EN15038 and ISO9001 certification, Hansem EUG
has become the largest LSP in Korea. Specialized
in Korean, Chinese, Japanese, Vietnamese, Thai,
Malay, Indonesian, MEA and African languages,
HansemEUG provides a one-stop solution with

a broad spectrum of language services including:
HQAS (Hansem Quality Audit Services) with a medical advisory board, expedited services with in-house
DTP production, MT engine optimization, data solutions and system development, technical authoring
and consulting services for Chinese GB compliance.
Our headquarters and sales office are located in Korea and the UK, and a language center is in Vietnam.
Languages: More than 10
HansemEUG, Inc.
Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea
Korea: +82-31-226-5042
Email: info@ezuserguide.com
UK: 44-20-8644-8685
Email: michael.stephenson@ezuserguide.com
N. America: +1-800-532-4176
Email: overseas_sales@ezuserguide.com
Web: www.ezuserguide.com
Ad on page 21

LinguaLinx Language Solutions, Inc.

LinguaLinx is a leading provider of global content
and language translation to organizations around the
world. The content experts at LinguaLinx help manage and localize messaging to enhance efficiency and
provide consistency across all forms of communication. With offices around the world, LinguaLinx provides organizations with localization solutions that fit
their needs including: translation and interpretation,
marketing communications and website localization,
translation memory deployment, multilingual SEO,
translation readiness assessment and global content
management. Unify your global organization with a
customized content intelligence strategy and ensure
that your messages resonate across borders. To learn
more, visit lingualinx.com.
Languages: All
LinguaLinx Language Solutions, Inc. Troy, NY USA
518-388-9000
Email: info@lingualinx.com
Web: www.lingualinx.com

Lionbridge

Lionbridge enables more than 800 world-leading
brands to increase international market share,
speed adoption of products and effectively engage their customers in local markets worldwide.
We provide translation, online marketing, global
content management and application testing solutions that ensure global brand consistency, local
relevancy and technical usability across all touch
points of the global customer life cycle. Using our
innovative cloud technologies, global program
management expertise and our worldwide crowd of
more than 100,000 professional cloud workers, we

provide integrated solutions that enable clients to
successfully market, sell and support their products
and services in global markets.
Languages: All
Lionbridge Waltham, MA USA
781-434-6000
Email: hello@lionbridge.com
Web: www.lionbridge.com
Ad on page 23

LocaTran Translations

LocaTran Translations Ltd., established in 2004,
is an ISO 9001:2008-certified company with its
headquarters in Shanghai, which is China's most
progressive city. As a team of dedicated professionals, we offer a range of translation and localization
services encompassing Chinese, Japanese, Korean,
Thai, Malay, Indonesian, Vietnamese and other
Asian languages in the diverse fields of marketing, legal, IT, manufacturing, medical and many
more. We count Deloitte, AECOM, AIA, ARM,
Samsung as well as language service providers
worldwide among our loyal clientele. At LocaTran
Translations, we consistently ensure that we provide first-rate quality, beyond expectations.
Languages: Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Thai, Malay,
Indonesian, Vietnamese
LocaTran Translations Ltd. Shanghai, China
+86-21-63760188
Email: info@locatran.com
Web: www.locatran.com

Medical Translations Only

MediLingua is one of the few medical translation
specialists in Europe. We only do medical. We provide all European languages and the major languages
of Asia and Africa, as well as translation-related
services to manufacturers of devices, instruments,
in vitro diagnostics and software; pharmaceutical
and biotechnology companies; medical publishers;
national and international medical organizations;
and other customers in the medical sector. Projects
include the translation of documentation for medical devices, surgical instruments, hospital equipment and medical software; medical information for
patients, medical students and physicians; scientific
articles; press releases; product launches; clinical trial
documentation; medical news; and articles from
medical journals.
Languages: 45, including all EU languages
MediLingua Medical Translations BV
Leiden, Netherlands, +31-71-5680862
Email: info@medilingua.com
Web: www.medilingua.com
Ad on page 33
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Think Globally, Act Locally.

PTSGI is one of the largest integrated language
service providers in Asia and the first multilingual
translation company in Taiwan. We have over 51
years of experience covering 133 languages, from
the commonly used to less frequently demanded
languages and dialects. Together with our in-house
translators and over 6,000 highly qualified and
experienced translators worldwide, we adhere to
stringent quality control through our standardized
operating procedures to ensure the best quality
translation. We view our projects from the customer's perspective and, in turn, gain respect and trust,
steering our commitment to provide not just translation services but complete professional solutions.
Languages: All
PTS Group International Company Ltd
Taipei, Taiwan, +886-2-87916688
Email: sales@ptsgi.com
Web: www.ptsgi.com
Ad on page 40

Rheinschrift Language Services

Outstanding localization requires world-class experience. Rheinschrift gives your business a native
voice in the German-speaking world. We offer
more than 20 years’ experience providing translations and localizations for software and hardware
manufacturers as well as for the sectors of business,
technology, legal matters and medicine/medical
applications. Our services also range from glossaries, post-editing, project management and desktop
publishing services to many other related services.
Rely on Rheinschrift to deliver the most competent
translations and meet your deadline, whatever it takes.
Languages: German to/from major European
languages
Rheinschrift Language Services Cologne, Germany
+49-(0)221-80-19-28-0
Email: contact@rheinschrift.de
Web: www.rheinschrift.de
Ad on page 36

SEAtongue Ltd.

With production bases across Asia, SEAtongue
offers unmatched customer-oriented localization
services with highly specialized in-country, inhouse linguists. We listen to our customers, explore
a solution to the localization challenges they face
with Asian languages, and provide services tailored
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to meet their specific requirements. Over the past
decade, we’ve been building a team of carefully
selected linguists in key Asian language pairs,
while constantly improving our quality assurance
measures. We support all time zones, ensuring fast
communication with our customers around the
world. Our mission is to help you grow your business as your main localization partner in Asia.
Languages: More than 20 languages
SEAtongue Ltd Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
+603-2169-7407
Email: ml@seatongue.com
Web: http://seatongue.com

SeproTec Multilingual Solutions

SeproTec is a multilingual service provider ranked
among the top language service companies in the
world. With more than 25 years of experience in
providing high-quality, cost-effective solutions
in translation and interpretation, SeproTec distinguishes itself by utilizing the most advanced
technology and translation management technology, specifically designed to maximize customer
satisfaction. SeproTec is proud to have achieved
certifications for international corporate social
responsibility, quality control and environmental
management. SeproTec has more than 380 employees and 4500 freelance collaborators within dedicated account teams that provide 24/7 coverage
for our clients’ multilingual needs wherever in the
world they may be.
Languages: 40
SeproTec Multilingual Solutions Madrid, Spain
+34 91 204 87 00
Email: seprotec@seprotec.com
Web: http://seprotec.com
Ad on page 67

SpanSource

SpanSource provides translation, localization and
related services from Western European languages
into all regional varieties of Spanish as well as other
language combinations through our network of
select SLV partners. Our domain focus is on health
care and life sciences, software and IT, heavy
machinery and automotive, legal and financial,
oil and gas, corporate training and educational
materials. Our comprehensive service portfolio
also includes unparalleled desktop publishing
and multimedia localization engineering support
for eLearning materials. Our in-house staff of 25
includes project managers, senior linguists, desktop
publishers, software engineers and graphic designers, which prove to be fundamental in SpanSource’s

centralized, customer-centric approach.
Languages: Focus on Spanish and Portuguese,
other language combinations through partners
SpanSource SRL Rosario, Argentina
54-341-527-5233
Email: info@spansource.com
Web: www.spansource.com

TripleInk Multilingual
Communications

As a multilingual communications agency,
TripleInk has provided industrial and consumer
products companies with precise translation and
multilingual production services for audio-visual,
online and print media since 1991. Our experience in adapting technical documentation and
marketing communication materials covers a
wide range of industries, including biomedical
and health care; building and construction; financial services; food and agriculture; high-tech and
manufacturing; and hospitality and leisure, as well
as government and nonprofit organizations. Using a total quality management process and stateof-the-art software and equipment, our team of
foreign language professionals delivers the highest
quality translations in a cost-effective and timeefficient manner.
Languages: All major commercial languages
TripleInk Minneapolis, MN USA
612-342-9800 , 800-632-1388
Email: info@tripleink.com
Web: www.tripleink.com

Tailored APAC Translator Teams

Wiitrans is a technology-driven and innovative
company that serves the localization industry. We
provide customized translation solutions for clients
worldwide, especially for language service providers. Wiitrans only works with verified subject matter
translators. Each and every one of Wiitrans' translators is handpicked, verified and receives on-going
evaluation with QA reports automatically generated
on each project, recording translation quality scores
for all translators. Translator KPI data is used to select
the most suitable translators and reviewers for each
project. We firmly believe that qualified translators,
proven translation processes, QA mechanisms and
new technology produce the best quality.
Languages: More than 30 language pairs. Specialized in mainstream Asian languages.
Wiitrans Network, Ltd. Hong Kong
+86 400 612 1216
Email: services@wiitrans.com
Web: www.wiitrans.com
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The tool you want for your projects
Kilgray Translation Technologies Ltd.
Windows

Kilgray Translation Technologies is the world’s
fastest growing provider of computer-assisted
translation tools. In 2005 the company launched
the first version of memoQ, an integrated clientserver translation environment designed to
facilitate interoperability and teamwork. All of
Kilgray’s products — memoQ, the memoQ server,
memoQWebTrans, qTerm and Language Terminal — optimize productivity and control of the
entire translation process and environment. Rated
#1 by Common Sense Advisory among translation-centric TMS systems, and used by thousands
of translators, language service providers and enterprises throughout the world, memoQ and other
Kilgray tools are accepted and appreciated as premiere translation technologies.
Languages: All
Kilgray Translation Technologies Ltd.
Béke sugárút, Hungary
+36-30-383-9435
Email: sales@kilgray.com
Web: www.kilgray.com

Ever dreamt of increasing your profits by 15%?
That’s what you get with MateCat. By reusing content from public and private translation memories
and artificial intelligence, MateCat lets you reduce
the cost and turnaround time of all your translations.
Integrate machine learning in your translations. Focus on creative and cognitive processes rather than
wasting time on repetitive tasks which are more
suited to machines. Let MateCat take care of repetitive and boring tasks like fixing machine translation
errors and placing the tags in the target text. Visit
www.matecat.com to start translating. It’s free.
Languages: All
MateCat srl Rome, Italy
+39 06 90254001
Email: support@matecat.com, Web: www.matecat.com
Ad on page 3

Memsource

Memsource is an API-enabled translation environment that supports over 40 file formats. It includes
translation memory, integrated machine translation and terminology management, in addition to
a web-based and desktop translator’s editor. Some
of the world’s leading translation buyers as well
as translation providers use Memsource for their

mission-critical projects. In total, more than 40,000
Memsource users translate over 100 million words
every month. Memsource offers powerful features,
yet it is lightweight, intuitive and fast.
Languages: All
Memsource Prague, Czech Republic
+4 20 221 490 441
Email: info@memsource.com
Web: www.memsource.com
Ad on page 55

SDL Language Solutions

SDL Language Solutions offers a unique language
technology platform — from translation memory
productivity tools for the individual translator to collaboration software for project managers, from translation management solutions for LSPs to cloud-based
machine translation for corporate localization teams.
You are not just investing in a market-leading translation productivity tool when you buy SDL Trados
Studio, you are investing in a CAT tool that integrates with the full SDL language technology platform including the new innovative Language Cloud.
Find out more from www.translationzone.com.
Languages: All
SDL Language Solutions Maidenhead, United Kingdom
+44-1628-417227
Email: swhale@sdl.com
Web: www.translationzone.com
Ad on page 2
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Column

Takeaway
Remote working:
Translation trailblazers

Luke Sewell
Luke Sewell is the client service director for the
scientific translation agency Latin Link.

As the general population waits for the first Fortune
100 Company to declare itself office-free and the majority of the workforce dreamily thinks about the wonders
of working in pajamas, translators around the world
smile in the knowledge that they have been doing it
for years. The remote, task-based translation industry
developed side by side with the internet and found itself
naturally progressing toward a home-based ecosystem.
Those uniquely experienced translators have some
lessons worth sharing with the wider economy as it
continues along this telecommuting trend.

The average translator knows it’s necessary to translate
in order to get paid and develops strategies to ensure the
work gets done while trying to satisfy other human desires:
to socialize, find meaning and to separate work life from
home life.
The following are some strategies that have withstood the test of translation time:
[[ Create a separate work environment that can be used exclusively for
work and can be closed off during rest periods.
[[ Take time to leave the house to focus on other needs.
[ Build in time to see family and friends.
[[ Reach out to colleagues through events and calling.
[ Keep self-motivated and engaged through events and further training.
[[ Create and stick to a routine, create time for meals and breaks.
[ Ensure you can reply quickly to your clients or coworkers to avoid
disconnect.
[ Keep yourself focused on work by using tools that monitor time spent
on social media and news.
[ Avoid working in bed in your pajamas (contrary to popular belief).
It was not long ago that the CEO of Yahoo! banned telecommuting, citing that those water cooler moments can create the innovation to drive
a company. Whether you can strategize on company direction at your
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kitchen table or not remains open
to debate, but perhaps it is worth
consulting translators on the types
of tasks that can be home based, and
those that need a few more water
cooler moments.
Personally, having grown our
translation agency from bedroom to
open plan office, the benefits are clear
for teambuilding and company motivation. However, remote working for
many tasks including translation still
has huge benefits along with flexibility. As the world works out what
does and does not work from home,
we can learn from our mistakes and
find solutions by asking those who
have already made them. M]

WHEN
WE SAY
It will be ready at 10 p.m.

WE
MEAN
It will be ready at 10 p.m.
In our dictionary, the word trust is defined
as the most important element of our
relationship with our clients.
SeproTec is ranked among the world’s top
30 language service providers. Our
presence is global and we offer translation,
localization and interpreting services in any
language. Furthermore, our 25 years of
experience in the field have earned us the
most important international certifications.
We can assure you that only new clients
feel uncertainty. Once you’ve worked with
us, it completely disappears.

WORDS MATTER
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The content
localization crisis
Why old-school localization is a threat
to your digital content

The way companies communicate has changed

This localization gap has reached crisis proportions.

it, and the sheer volume of content have all evolved.

spread throughout your company in a thousand places.

enormously. The kinds of content, channels for distributing
But the way most companies localize that content has

not. The mindset, processes, and technologies are all still
the same ones that were developed in a slow, analog,
print-centric world.

moravia.com/manifesto

But it’s a hidden crisis, where the penalties you pay are

We believe that old-school localization won’t cut it anymore.
It’s time for a faster, better approach suited to the way

we use content today. Read our manifesto “The content
localization crisis” and find out why.

